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APPENDIX _ 1 
1 | Before I write that figure up there, let me show 
2 I you Exhibit 143. Can you see that okay? 
A Yes. 
4 | Q Were you aware that these are some of the jobs he 
had after he came to the U.S.? 
A Yes. 
Q Did you consider these jobs in your opinion as to 
Mr. Onyeabor's impaired earning capacity? 
A Yes. 
Q How did you consider them? 
A Well, naturally what we are looking at in this 
situation is his potential. He, as I understand from him, 
he came to this country to enhance his skills through 
education, to return to Nigeria and enhance his business 
and his working there. My understanding of the jobs he had 
in this country were basically jobs that he picked up to 
raise — to make money while he was going to school. The 
fact that he was a custodian or book binder or laborer does 
not eliminate the fact that he performed higher functions 
before that time, so his potential would not have changed 
even though he did jobs that as a carpenter he would have 
hired someone to do in Nigeria. 
< Q Okay. What is your opinion, then, as to the most 
accurate amount of money to put up here as to his earning 
capacity without the accident in tho. future 
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MR- STEGALL: I will object to that question, 
Your Honor, because I think there is no proper foundation 
3I to permit Mr. Heal to render an opinion as to 
4 J Mr. Onyeabor's potential given the evidence that in fact 
Mr. Onyeabor did not intend to return to Nigeria; did not 
6 I — apparently entered to work as a custodian supervisor, 
. and it is asking him to speculate that given the changes 
over three years, that is what his potential is in the 
United States. 
THE COURT: Lay some more foundation for this 
sort of a question. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) Mr. Heal, assuming Mr. Onyeabor 
did not intend to return to the United States — 
THE COURT: To Nigeria. 
MR. SYKES: Excuse me. — to Nigeria, in your 
opinion, would he have been able to qualify for that type 
of job, based upon your knowledge of the man in the United 
States, given time and given training? 
MR. STEGALL: Well, Your Honor, then I think that 
changes the question. If he takes time and training to get 
the job, then I don't think we can show a potential as of 
today. 
THE COURT: If he assuming that he can step out 
into the job as superintendent in a construction job, 
that's in the United States, at that point in time we don't 
2/11/87 - Alan Heal - Day 8 
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APPENDIX 1 
MR. STTCfiLL: Well, Your Honor, I guess I am 
saying at some point in my career I swept floors, too. I 
am trying to lay a foundation in a logical way as to know 
what he did here, what any one of us might have done at 
some point in our training. I had a $5-an-hour law clerk 
job when I was in law school. So that is unfair to judge 
me by that. So I am trying to elicit from this witness, 
who knows jobs in this country, what is a fair assessment 
of Mr. Onyeabor, based upon his skills. It is not based 
upon what he has absolutely done, but based upon what a 
projection that an expert can make about what he could have 
done in the future. Not necessarily what he has done. And 
| I think that he can testify about that. He has got 
training. He has got the background. He has got ten 
years' experience. 
THE COURT: Well, I think I will let him testify 
to that in case the jury thinks Mr. Onyeabor could go out 
and get a job of a superintendent of construction based 
upon the evidence that they have heard. Then they can use 
that figure. If they don't, they don't need to. But as I 
understand it, what he is going to do is say if he stepped 
out and got a job as superintendent of construction in this 
country, this is the expected salary that he might make; is 
that what he is going to say? 
177 
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MR. SYKES: Well, not exactly. Well, I will let 
him say it. But my understanding of what it is, is this is 
3 I the capacity that he had to do this type of job. That's 
4 J the capacity, not necessarily that he step out tomorrow and 
do it, but he had that capacity to do it. He had the 
skills, physical, mental, personality, et cetera, to do 
this type of job based upon his work and career training. 
MR. STEGALL: And Your Honor, I don't think there 
is foundation for that, because to make this dollar 
projection, I think it needs to take into account that in 
fact there is a job available for him to step out to, or at 
least reasonably expect to say that I have the capacity to 
go to Hollywood and be a movie actor. It is possible, but 
I don't think it is a reasonable basis in which to give an 
expert opinion. 
MR. SYKES: Let me ask a few more questions on 
that. Maybe it will solve the problem. 
Q Mr. Heal, on what do you base your assessment 
that using a designation in Mr. Onyeabor's case is fair and 
logical and the right thing to do here? 
A Because of the activities that he performed in 
his position in Nigeria. They are the same activities that 
a job superintendent performs here. 
Q How do you know that? 
A Because I have observed the task of job 
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construction superintendents for a few years, and those are 
the same tasks. Whether or not he could step out and get 
that job locally has more to do with whether or not he 
4 I would have to brush up on local codes versus codes in 
Nigeria to be able to do that. But I see no reason that he 
couldn't. He still possesses the same attributes that he 
did in Nigeria when he came to this country, and with the 
proper understanding of the codes and restrictions 
governing construction here, I don't see any reason why he 
couldn't function in the same capacity, given the fact that 
if there are some codes he is not familiar with, he may 
have to increase his understanding. But that would be the 
only factor I could make. 
Q Assuming that to be true, what are we talking 
about in time frame for him to get to this point? 
A For him to get the additional — 
Q Yes. 
A He would likely have to take the general 
contractor test to see whether his deficiencies were upon 
the key. Probably certainly less than two years. 
Q Okay. Given those assumptions, what would be the 
value or what would this type of person make right now? 
A A job — 
MR. STEGALL: Al l r i g h t . You a r e a sk ing him what 
t h e j o b s u p e r i n t e n d e n t makes r i g h t now, and t h a t ' s $4 0 ,000 . 
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All right. But to ask what Mr. Onyeabor is going to make, 
I think is speculation without foundation and I will just 
renew the objection. 
4 I MR. SYKES: I have just asked for what the 
superintendent would make. 
THE COURT: Well, he stated as you just stated 
what he thinks a superintendent of construction might make< 
MR. SYKES: He also stated earlier it is his 
opinion that Mr. Onyeabor had that capacity, too. 
THE COURT: Well, that may be his opinion, yes. 
MR. SYKES: Yes. I will re-ask the question. 
Q What is your opinion, based upon your experience 
and knowledge of this case as to what Mr. Onyeaborfs 
capacity was prior to the accident? Employment capacity? 
MR. STEGALL: Same objection, Your Honor. 
,THE COURT: Well, that's where these United 
States jobs, it seems to me, are relevant and importantin 
his opinion. 
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MR. SYKES: Well. I have asked that opinion. 
Q Have you taken into account the jobs he has done 
in the United States? 
A Yes. 
Q How have you taken those into account? 
A Well, if I understand your question correctly, we 
look at them in terms of if there is something that the 
180 
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a trait, as their highest trait, and that is the ability 
level. 
Q Let me ask the question again. What is your 
4 | opinion as to what Mr. Onyeabor's prior existing job 
capacity was, earning capacity was? 
A I believe that he had the capacity to make 
$4 0,000 a year as demonstrated by his performance. 
THE COURT: In Nigeria? 
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THE WITNESS: In Nigeria, that's correct. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) In making that assessment, what 
types of pre-accident characteristics of Mr. Onyeabor do 
you rely upon? 
A Do you want me to specify the different sorts of 
characteristics? 
Q Yes. 
A Well, he had to perform. The job that he had 
there, he had to have good numerical skills. He had to 
have, in order to bid jobs and keep track of things. He 
had to have good general intelligence. He had to have good 
verbal skills. He would have had manual and fine 
dexterity, because he trained other workers to do the same 
type of work. He would have had good hand coordination. 
He would have been very personable in order to secure bids 
and jobs, and he would have been physically — fairly 
capable because he would have been working constantly on 
182 
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Q Okay. Now, I asked, assuming that the first year 
is a $6-an-hour job, and that that's what it would be for 
3 I the whole year — and by the way, is there a standardized 
4 number that people in your profession use to figure the 
5 number of hours in a year for simplicity? 
6 A Well, the standard work week in this country is 
7 approximately 42 hours. And if one assumes that a person 
works full 52 weeks, that would be 2,080 hours. 
Q Is that number commonly in use per year? 
A Well, it represents what the number of hours that 
would be worked if one worked 40 hours a week for 52 weeks 
a year. 
MR. STEGALL: Your Honor, I'd like to interpose 
an objection at this point. The line of questioning as it 
appears, seems to ask Mr. Fjelsted to assume facts that 
have not come into evidence to date. I understand 
Mr. Fjelsted is the last witness or next-to-last, and for 
that reason, I think he is being asked to do a series of 
calculations on facts that have no basis in the evidence at 
this point. 
MR. SYKES: Well, Your Honor, yesterday 
Mr. Stegall is the one that said we should judge 
Mr. Onyeabor by $6 an hour, or something like that. There 
is this in evidence as to what he did, Exhibit 143, as to 
what he did in this country. I am trying to make a 
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1 i differential calculation that would take some of this into 
2 J account, presumably. That's what I am trying to do. 
3 THE COURT: Well, what did he do, Mr. Fjelsted? 
4 Did he give any consideration to his earning rate — his 
5 earning rate in this country? 
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6 I MR. SYKES: I think by the — 
7 THE COURT: Just answer the question. Did he 
give any consideration to that earning rate since he has 
been in this country in making any calculations? 
MR. SYKES: Well, in the assumption you did. In 
other words, I am asking him to assume $6 an hour now as a 
starting point. 
THE COURT: What are you going to do to increase 
it for the next 10 numbers? 
MR. SYKES: Well, in other words I'd like to show 
that is what the income would be if it increased over a 10-
year period to $40,000 a year. So that the jury can see 
different viewpoints of how to make this calculation. It 
is very important in this case. 
MR. STEGALL: Well, Your Honor, I think the 
problem is that Mr. Fjelsted has explained it is a complex 
series of calculations to give a single example, utilizing 
assumptions not supported by any evidence to date is 
improper because you are simply giving them one example. I 
don't believe the jury is going to be capable of utilizing 
19 
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other examples, depending upon what they determine, so I 
think the use of that example is improper and not supported 
by the evidence. 
4 I THE COURT: Seems to me it is pure speculation in 
the first year he is going to make $6 an hour, and the next 
year $10 an hour, and the next year $15 an hour, I think 
that's pure speculation. 
7-
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MR. SYKES: Well, I think it is a hypothetical. 
In other words, if you are looking at someone's income in 
the future who hasn't finished school naturally there is an 
ultimate of uncertainty there, because a person could die, 
could get a better job or worse job. What I am trying to 
show is speculation legally because there is evidence in 
the court right now as to what Mr. Onyeabor has made in the 
U.S. There is evidence as to what he has made in Nigeria. 
I am trying to take those two figures and bracket them and 
say what would the present value be if it took him a while 
to get back up to that in the U.S. So I think there is 
evidence in Mr. Fjelsted's argument, yet the opposite point 
of view on this, and what I am trying to say is let's show 
exactly what that would do over a period of time. 
MR. STEGALL: I am sorry, Your Honor. I have got 
to object to that. That may be the point of view. I think 
it is arguable as to what Mr. Onyeabor's employment history 
is going to be, or employment will be in the future. But I 
20 
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don't think it is proper to give a single example, based on 
2 I assumptions that are totally speculative. To give that 
3i figure to the jury and say that's evidence that you can use 
4 I to make your own calculations, because, you know, based on 
what Mr. Fjelsted said, that's going to be way beyond the 
6 I ability of the jury to do because they don't have the 
I computer to do it with. So I think it is improper to pick 
out one example unsupported by the evidence and give that 
figure to the jury. 
MR. SYKES: Your Honor, that's in part why I am 
offering this, because they won't have a computer to do it. 
They need to see a gradation of income that I think is to 
be presumed in the average experience of every one of us. 
We don't start out at one point and stay there all the rest 
of our lives. And so what I am trying to do is show some 
gradation on how that would work out. 
THE COURT: Well what hourly rates are you using? 
Did you have him use in this? 
MR. SYKES: I can either show them to you or I 
can tell you right now. 
^ THE COURT: Well, show them to me. 
The trouble with this, as far as I am concernedf 
is that it assumes facts that are clearly not in evidencer 
and we have no basis for believing that this progrp^c; will 
be one that should be considered rather than a thousand 
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others, you see. 
5 
MR. SYKES: Well, okay. Let me just — 
THE COURT: I think I am going to sustain the 
4 | objection. 
MR. SYKES: All right. 
6 I Q (By Mr. Sykes) Mr. Fjelsted, let me ask you to 
, make another assumption and go back to this last chart. 
I'd like you to assume that Mr. Onyeabor would make $5 an 
hour for the rest of his life. Now, there are some jobs he 
has had here which he made less, and jobs he has made more 
as you can see on this exhibit. Now, assume that he makes 
$5 an hour for the rest of his life, could you make a 
calculation as to what his impaired earning capacity would 
be at $5 an hour? 
A For the rest of his life or until retirement age? 
Q Until retirement age. 
MR. STEGALL: Well, Your Honor, as a matter of 
principal, I think the same thing applies. 
^ THE COURT: No. I am going to let him make that 
calculation. 
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Q (By Mr. Sykes) Now, by the way, Mr. Fjelsted, 
are we using that 32.1 years in making his calculation that 
is the work life expectancy? 
A That would be implicit in the calculation. It is 
calculating. Takes a little while. It is calculating. 
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Q Am I the cause of your neck pain? 
2 I A Well, I think this long examination — 
3 Q Excuse me, doctor, I have been called worse. 
4 J Doctor, with respect to — so what you are saying 
is that unless there is an objective finding, no impairment: 
rating? 
A Unless I have loss of motion or you can find some 
disk disruption or something that would indicate some 
structural change and — no, there would not. 
Q You testified at length about your two 
examinations, the one in January and the one in April. Are 
you saying that there was some significant differences in 
what he reported between the two examinations? 
A You mean what he demonstrated? 
Q Yes, 
A And also what he reported? 
Yes. 
Q Was there any difference in the finding? 
A Yes. 
Q In the report that you wrote, didn't you say, and 
I quote, "This patientfs findings11 — this is from the 
April report, April '86 — "This patient's findings are 
essentially the same as the earlier examination of January 
'85, with the exception of his hysterical features that 
were not noted before. That was inconsistency in sitting 
posture and sensory examination and in performance in 
_____ A^ 
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1 I s t r a i g h t - l e g examination." Page 5. 
2 A Tha t ' s r i g h t . 
3 THE COURT: So aside from the hysterical feature 
4 that you think you noted, the inconsistency in sitting 
posture, and the sensory examination in performance of the 
6 ! straight-leg examination, everything else was the same? 
7 THE WITNESS: Well, no. He was describing some 
weird features of loss of memory and general weakness and 
various tingling sensations, which hadn't been there 
before. And also neck pain, which also hadn't been there 
before. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) Well, you didn't in your earlier 
notes of January of '85 detect any loss of memory; isn't 
that what you are really saying? 
A Well, no one else did either in the record up to 
that point. 
Q Well, did you ask about it, Doctor? 
A Yes. 
Q You did? 
A I didn't ask specific questions, "Did you lose 
your memory/" but I did ask about other parts of his body. 
MR. SYKES: No further questions. 
THE COURT: Any redirect? 
MR. STEGALL: No, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Doctor, you may step down and you are 
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And the last scale's "paranoia." The last ones 
that are elevated have to do with anxiety, bizarre 
thinking, thinking that a person can't control their mind, 
that sort of thing — suspiciousness, lack of trust, a low 
energy level and some degree of social withdrawal. 
Q Have you ever seen a scale on depression as high 
as this one is? 
A It's unusual to be that high. 
Q Have you ever seen one that high? 
A Yes, I have. 
Q Let me ask about the test environment. Dr. Coo 
stated that he administered the test at the law offices of 
Mr. Stegall in a conference room that had a glass wall and 
then it was a few feet away from the reception area. 
MR. STEGALL: I don't believe Dr. Cook testified 
to that. You did. 
MR. SYKES: What's that? 
MR. STEGALL: I said I don't believe Dr. Cook 
testified to that. You did, as far as the — 
MR. SYKES: I think I asked him about how far 
away it was from the reception area. He said — 
MR. STEGALL: No, I don't believe he did. 
THE COURT: I don't think he said that and don't 
you put your view as to the distance, 
MR. SYKES: Maybe we can have a stipulation, 
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1 Tell us how far away it is. 
2
 MR. STEGALL: Approximately 50 feet. 
3 MR. SYKES: From the reception area? 
4 MR. STEGALL: Yes. 
5
 MR. SYKES: No. I have been there and it's not 
6 that far. 
7 J THE COURT: We'll have to put you two gentlemen 
under oath, I guess. 8 
9 MR. SYKES: Well, we can maybe go there and look. 
10 MR. STEGALL: Mr. Sykes may be confusing the two 
11 conference rooms, because we have two and one is in the 
12 immediate vicinity and Mr. Onyeabor was in a separate one. 
13 THE COURT: Forget the distance and rephrase your 
14 guestion, and put it to her again. 
2 5 Q (By Mr. Sykes) Assume that Mr. Onyeabor was in 
16 the conference room that had a glass panel; that it's right 
17 J along the path to the bathrooms; and that some sound would 
come through from time to time because it's glass. Okay. 
19 I And it's in Mr. Stegall's law office. Is that a proper 
20 environment to take a series of tests that were given 
2 2 Mr. Onyeabor by Dr. Cook? 
A No. 
23 i Q Why not? 
24 A It puts the examinee under a lot of pressure, 
25 unusual pressure, in that it's a hostile territory. 
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Q Well, could you have gone to some hospital 
somewhere? 
3 f THE COURT: Well, what he could have done is 
beside the point. He didn!t do it. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) Okay. Doctor, with respect to 
the environment, it is a conference room, an attorney's 
conference rccm; is that right? 
A Yes. 
Q And he arrived in the presence of Mr. Jinx; is 
that right? 
A Mr. Jinx is sitting here in the courtroom? 
Q He is a clerk in my office* 
A I donft know what he is. 
Q Did he identify himself to you? 
A He identified himself by name and he was from 
your office. 
Q Okay. Do you recall going back and meeting him 
in another office he was given to study at? 
A Yes. 
Q Okay. And there was another office that was a 
little bit smaller in the conference room which is quite 
large, all the way around in a quiet spot in Mr. Stegall's 
law office; why didn't you use that office instead of the 
conference room? 
A Because I didn't want to get close, et cetera, 
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with a man who might lose his temper and beat me over the 
head with a cane. Is that straight enough for you? 
Q All right. The conference room, however, is 
right next to the reception area. It is enclosed by glass, 
and you can watch people walk by, can't you? 
A Yes. 
And you can hear the phone ring, can't you? 
Yes. 
Q You can hear commotion in the office? 
A I don't think you can hear the phone ring with 
doors closed. It was quiet. That's not fair. 
Q Doctor, did you interview — okay, now, you took 
an extensive history and you gave it to the jury in great 
eloquence for approximate 10 or 15 minutes. 
THE COURT: Well, now, Mr. Sykes, you don't need 
to make comments like that. If you have got a question, 
ask it. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) Well, this history you gave to 
the jury about all of Mr. Onyeabor's prior problems, how 
did you arrive at those conclusions? 
A By recollection. I used my notes as a jog, but 
my notes were by no means everything he said. I was 
interacting with him and trying to take down what I could 
to remind me of our discussion. 
Q Doctor, did you have in mind, prior to the time 
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1 THE COURT: JUST: a moment. 
2 I MR. STEGALL: Well, I think he can ask 
her whether she knows he did or noc. He can't ask her 
what was knew in this case. 
THE COURT: Yeah. 
£ j MR. STEGALL: In the context of what's 
7 been heard in the courtroom, I think is something 
E
 I THE COURT: What we know for sure in 
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Your Honor, I think she answered the 
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that talked to him immediately arter the accident. And all 
she knows about whetner he experienced anv unconsciousness 
or not is what he told her. She wasn't there, and she's 
talked to him about Lz.. And she - - that's ail I'm going 
to lee her testify to, as to what - - based upon what he 
told her, her conclusion was as to whether or not he did 
or did not lose consciousness. 
MR. SYKSS: Okay. I have no further 
questions, Your Honor, of this witness. 
MR. STSGALL: Nothing further, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: Doctor, you may step down, 
and you're excused. 
We appreciate Mrs. Renshaw's filling in this 
mcrning, and will you reflect in the minutes she was the 
reporter for the conclusion of Dr. Gummowrs cross and 1 
redirect examination. 
Thank you, Beth, for coming in. 
We will take a ten-minute recess at this time 
and change reporters. 
(Whereupon, court recessed ! 
at 10:30 a.m.) 
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(WHEREUPON, PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
NO. 3^+ WAS OFFERED AND 
RECEIVED INTO EVIDENCE). 
MR. SYKES: YOUR HONOR, THAT IS IN THE BOOKS. 
AND IF IT WOULD BE OKAY I'D LIKE TO HAVE THE JURY TURN TO 
THAT FOR A MOMENT. 
JUDGE CROFT: WELL, THE DOCTOR'S TELLING THEM 
EVERYTHING THAT'S IN IT I THINK THEY CAN FOLLOW IT IF 
'HEY WANT TO LOOK AT IT IT'S ALL RIGHT, 
MR. SYKES: FINE. THANK YOU. j 
Q (3Y MR. SYKES) DOCTOR, WOULD YOU LOOK AT EXHIBIT.! 
i 
54 FOR A MOMENT? 
A YES. i 
^ JUDGE CROFT: THE TROUBLE WITH THEM TRYING TO ; 
READ WHAT'S IN THE EXHIBIT IS THEY MIGHT MISS THE DOCTOR'S 
TESTIMONY. AND THAT'S WHAT THEY SHOULD HEAR, ; 
Q (BY MR. SYKES) DOCTOR, LOOKING AT EXHIBIT 34 
WHAT IS THERE OF SIGNIFICANCE IN THAT RESPECT TO EMMANUEL'S 
SACK? 
A OKAY. THE SIGNIFICANT THING IS THAT THE CT SCAN 
DID DEMONSTRATE BULGING OF THE DISC BETWEEN THE FOURTH AND 
THE FIFTH LUMBAR VERTEBRAE. THAT BULGING IS DESCRIBED AS 
BEING MORE TO THE LEFT SIDE THAN MIDDLE OR TO THE RIGHT SIDE 
AND IT'S COMMON FOR HERNIATED OR BULGING DISCS TO OCCUR MORE 
TO ONE SIDE THAN THE OTHER. 
ALSO, HE DESCRIBED THE POSSIBILITY OF A 
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-'JNCTIONAL USE OF HIS BACK, TO TRY TO AVOID AGGRAVATION OF 
THE PROBLEM IN HIS BACK. 
Q OKAY. DOCTOR, LET ME SHOW YOU EXHIBIT 52 AND 
ASK YOU WHAT THAT IS. 
A YES. THIS IS A PRESCRIPTION WHICH I HAD WRITTEN 
FOR EMMANUEL ON THE FIRST DATE THAT I SAW HIM, SEPTEMBER 
9~H, 1985, FOR A CANE. AND I PRESCRIBED THAT FOR HIM BECAUSE; 
HE WAS HAVING SOME WEAKNESS TENDENCY FOR THE LEG TO BUCKLE , 
i 
i 
IN THAT LEFT EXTREMITY. SO I FELT THE CANE WOULD HELP HIM j 
i 
TO AVOID FALLING BECAUSE OF THAT WEAKNESS. ! 
! 
! 
MR. SYKES: I MOVE FOR THE ADMISSION OF EXHIBIT ! 
52. | 
MR. STEGALL: NO OBJECTION. j 
JUDGE CROFT: 52 IS RECEIVED. i 
(WHEREUPON, PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT J 
NO. 52 WAS OFFERED AND j 
RECEIVED INTO EVIDENCE). \ 
j 
MR. SYKES: I DON'T KNOW IF THE JURY HAS THAT j 
i 
IN THEIR BOOKS. COULD THEY CHECK QUICKLY? i 
JUDGE CROFT: WELL, IT IS A PRESCRIPTION FOR 
A CANE. I DONTT THINK IT'S NECESSARY THAT THEY EXAMINE IT. 
THEY WILL SEE IT IN THE JURY ROOM WHEN THEY CONSIDER THE 
CASE. 
MR. SYKES: OKAY. 
0 (BY MR. SVKES) DOCTOR, CONTINUE WITH YOUR 
EXPLANATION OF WHAT HAPDENED ON THAT VISIT ON lO/l^f/85 -
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1 Q (BY MR. SVKES) DOCTOR, WHEN YOU EVALUATE SOME-
2 ONE, WE TALKED ABOUT HISTORY EARLIER, IS IT IMPORTANT IN 
3 RENDERING A DIAGNOSIS TO KNOW WHAT MAY OR MAY NOT BE WRONG 
4 I WITH THAT PERSON IN THE PAST? 
5 I A YES. 
6 MR. SYKES: OKAY. IF YOU COULD TURN TO EXHIBIT 
7 16 AGAIN--AND MAY THE JURY ALSO, YOUR HONOR, TURN TO 
8 EXHIBIT 16? 
9 I JUDGE CROFT: IF THEY WISH. 
10 I MR. SYKES: THANK YOU. 
11 Q (3Y MR. SYKES) WHY IS EXHIBIT 16 SIGNIFICANT 
12 IN UNDERSTANDING MR. ONYEABORrS PRIOR MEDICAL HISTORY AS 
13 IT RELATES TO HIS BACK, LET'S SAY? 
14 A WELL, THIS IS ESSENTIALLY A CONFIRMATION OF WHAT 
15 HE TOLD ME WHEN I FIRST SAW HIM. AND THIS IS A NOTATION 
16 THAT STATES THAT MR. ONYEABOR WAS EXAMINED AND THAT HE HAS 
17 NO HEALTH PROBLEMS AND SHOULD BE ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN ALL 
18 SCHOOL ACTIVITIES. AND ITTS THE CONFIRMATION OF THAT THAT 
19 HE HAD NOT HAD PROBLEMS WITH HIS BACK PRIOR IS IMPORTANT, 
20 HEADACHE OR ANY OF THE SYMPTOMS IS IMPORTANT TO KNOW IN 
21 TERMS OF THE CAUSATION AND LENGTH OF DURATION OF HIS 
22 SYMPTOMS. 
23 Q TURN TO EXHIBIT 17 BRIEFLY. AND PAGE 2 OF 
24 EXHIBIT 17 IS A TRANSLATION. 
25 A THIS IS DATED OCTOBER 3TH, 1932 AND INDICATES 
3M 
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F U N C T I O N . AND SO I F£ ! 
NOT TOTALLY O B J E C T I V E . 
THAT I T APPROACHES 
NO 
WAS THE CT SCAN OF THE CERVICAL AREA, TO YOUR 
Q WAS THERE ANY X-RAY EVIDENCE OF 
THE NECK? 
A 
Q 
KNOWLEDGE? 
A NOT TO MY KNOWLEDGE. 
Q AND YOUR 10 PERCENT PERMANENT PARTIAL IMPAIRME.M' 
RATING WAS 3ASED UPON THE PERSISTENCE OF THE PAIN? 
A PERSISTENCE OF PAIN AND LIMITATION OF MOTION. 
MR. STEGALL: THAT'S ALL THE QUESTIONS I HAVE, 
YOUR HONOR. 
JUDGE CROFT: ANY REDIRECT? 
MR. SYKE5: I DO, YOUR HONOR. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SYKES: \ 
I Q DOCTOR, WOULD YOU TURN, PLEASE, TO PAGE 1 OF ! 
I 
EXHIBIT 51? |-
i 
A YES. ! 
MR. SYKES: IF THE JURY COULD ALSO REFER TO THAT, 
YOUR HONOR, PLEASE? 
JUDGE CROFT: IF IT'S HELPFUL. I DON'T KNOW THAT THEY NEED TO LOOK AT THE BOOK EVERY TIME THE DOCTOR 
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I WILL ONLY SUGGEST IT, YOUR HONOR, 
IF I FEEL IT WOULD BE HELPFUL. 
Q C3Y MR. SYKE5) DR. SODERBERG, IF YOU WOULD GO 
DOWN IN YOUR CHART THERE FROM THE 9/9/85 DATE THERE ARE 
THREE LINES THERE. IN THAT NEXT FULL PARAGRAPH GO DOWN ONE, 
TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE, SIX LINES. DO YOU SEE THE SENTENCE 
THAT BEGINS "HE WAS REFERRED TO DR. HOUTS"? 
A YES. 
Q DO YOU SEE THAT? 
A YES . 
Q READ THOSE NEXT TWO SENTENCES, PLEASE? 
A "HE WAS REFERRED TO DR. HOUTS WHO MADE A 
DIAGNOSIS OF HERNIATED DISC. THIS WAS IN ABOUT JANUARY OP-
FEBRUARY OF 1985." 
Q NOW, MR. 0NYEA80R TOLD YOU THIS ON WHAT DATE? 
A SEPTEMBZR 9TH, 1985. 
Q ASSUMING, HYPOTHETICALLY, AND THERE WILL BE SUCH 
EVIDENCE LATER, THAT DR. HOUTS SAW MR. ONYEABCR THE FIRST 
TIME IN AUGUST OF '8^ AND MADE THE DIAGNOSIS OF HERNIATED 
DISC ON OR ABOUT OCTOBER 14TH OF '84, IS THAT FACT 
CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT IN THIS CASE IN YOUR OPINION? 
A YES, I THINK IT IS. I'VE REFERRED TO THAT 
3RIEFLY BEFORE. 
0 WHY IS IT CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT? 
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MR. STEGALL: I HAVE NO OBJECTION TO THAT. I 
JUST DON'T THINK--THE QUESTION WITH REGARD TO THE EXHIBIT 
GOES BEYOND THE SCOPE OF CROSS-EXAMINATION. 
MR. SYKE5: YOUR HONOR, I LET HIM GO WAY BEYOND 
THE SCOPE OF MY DIRECT AND I THINK THIS IS CERTAINLY--
JUDGE CROFT: WHAT? 
MR. SYKES: I LET MR. STEGALL GO WAY BEYOND THE 
SCOPE OF MY DIRECT. 
JUDGE CROFT: I DIDN'T DETECT ANY WAY-BEYOND-
THE-SCOPE-OF-DIRECT EXAMINATION BUT I'LL LET YOU ASK THE 
QUESTION. 
MR. SYKES: THANK YOU. GO AHEAD, DOCTOR. 
THE WITNESS: YOUR QUESTION? 
Q (BY MR. SYKES) WHAT IS THAT, PLEASE? 
A IT IS AN EMG REPORT FROM DR. THOEN DONE ON 
6/17/86. 
MR. SYKES: MAY WE HAVE THE JURY TURN TO THAT, 
YOUR HONOR, TO 55? 
JUDGE CROFT: WHY DON'T YOU ASK HIM THE QUESTION 
AND I THINK THE JURY CAN GET IT EASIER FROM WHAT THE DOCTOR 
SAYS THAN THEY CAN TRYING TO READ WHAT THE BOOK SAYS AND 
ALL OF YOU FOLLOW WHAT THE DOCTOR IS SAYING AT THE SAME 
TIME 
MR. SYKES: YOUR HONOR, THE ONLY REASON I DO 
THAT, I THINK IT WOULD BE HELPFUL TO SEE AND HEAR AT THE 
445 
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SAME TIME 
JUDGE CROFT: OKAY. LET'S HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING ) 
THAT ANY TIME THE JURY WANTS TO PICK UP THE BOOK TO LOOK 
AT THE EXHIBIT THAT THE WITNESS IS TALKING ABOUT YOU ARE 
FREE TO DO SO, IF YOU DON'T WANT TO YOU DON'T HAVE TO. 
MR. SYKES: OKAY. I THINK IT WOULD BE HELPFUL !| 
IN THIS CASE, YOUR HONOR. 
JUDGE CROFT: I'M GOING TO LET THEM MAKE THE 
DECISION BECAUSE THEY MAY NOT FIND IT THAT WAY. 
Q (BY MR. SYKES) TELL US, DR. MORESS, WHAT EXHIBIT 
55, WHY THAT'S SIGNIFICANT. !' 
A IT'S AN EMG OF THE LEFT LEG DONE BY DR. THOEN, 
A NEUROLOGY COLLEAGUE OF MINE. 
Q WHAT DOES IT SHOW? 
A IT SHOWS THAT HE HAD EVIDENCE OF NERVE ROOT 
INNERVATION L-4 AND L-5 NERVE ROOTS PRESUMABLY GOING ALONG 
WITH HIS DISC HERNIATION. | 
Q WHY IS THAT SIGNIFICANT? 
A THAT'S ONLY SIGNIFICANT IN THAT IT JUST HELPS 
TO CONFIRM THE FACT THAT HE'S GOT A HERNIATED DISC AT THAT 
LEVEL, OR LEVELS, FOUR, FIVE. 
Q IS IT POSSIBLE TO FAKE THAT TEST? 
A NO. 
Q DOCTOR, I NEGLECTED TO ASK YOU ABOUT THIS BOOK 
DO YOU CONSIDER THE BOOK, MANAGEMENT OF HEAD INJURIES BY 
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JUDGE CROFT: THE RECORD MAY SHOW THE JURORS 
ARE ALL PRESENT, COUNSEL ARE HERE. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE JURY, I ' VE HAD A 
FURTHER DISCUSSION WITH COUNSEL CONCERNING THE USE OF THE 
NOTEBOOKS THAT HAVE BEEN PASSED OUT AND SIT THERE BEFORE 
YOU. AND MR. SYKES WOULD APPRECIATE IT IF YOU FOLKS WOULD, 
AT HIS REQUEST, TAKE THE BOOKS AND EXAMINE THE EXHIBIT THAT 
HE'S TALKING ABOUT. AND THAT'S WHAT I AGREED TO AND SO THE 
INSTRUCTIONS I GAVE YESTERDAY THAT IF YOU FOLKS WANTED TO 
LOOK AT IT YOU MAKE UP YOUR OWN MIND AND DO IT SHOULD BE 
ALTERED AND AT HIS REQUEST YOU FOLKS TAKE THE BOOK, LOOK 
AT THE EXHIBIT THAT IS BEING CONSIDERED. WHEN IT'S NO 
LONGER NEEDED CLOSE IT AND PUT IT BACK. I DON'T WANT YOU 
LOOKING THROUGH THE BOOK AS I TOLD YCU BEFORE, BECAUSE 
THERE MAY BE EXHIBITS THAT MAY NOT BE IN EVIDENCE YET, MAY 
NOT HAVE BEEN RECEIVED IN ANY EVENT, AND SO WE WILL OPERATE 
ON THAT BASIS FROM NOW ON. 
YOU MAY CALL YOUR WITNESS. 
MR. SYKES: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR. WE CALL DR. 
GOKA. 
DIP.ECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED) 
BY MR SYKES: 
DOCTOR, YESTE^.riAY I D I D N ' T HAVE THIS E X H I B I 
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1 recognized source in the United States as diagnostic 
2
 terminology for psychiatric illnesses. 
3 THE COURT: Would you like a rest? 
4 Ten-minute recess. 
5
 [Whereupon, a brief recess 
was had; after which, the 
6 following proceedings 
continued in open court:] 
7 
8
 Q (By Mr. Sykes) Dr. Gummow, when you work with 
9 psychiatrists, have you ever seen a report written about an 
10 individual under similar circumstances as that in this 
11 case, where there wasn't some reference to DSM III? 
12 A No. 
13 Q Did you make any reference to DSM III when you 
14 read Dr. Clark's report? 
15 A No, I did not. 
16 Q Dr. Clark indicated that Mr. Onyeabor had, in his 
17 opinion, a mixed personality disorder with some elements of 
histrionic and borderline of those two diagnoses talked 
about in DSM III. 
20 I A Yes, they are. 
2i Q Is there any prerequisite listed in the 
22 diagnostic part of the manual with respect to a histrionic 
23 personality disorder? 
24 A Yes, there are. 
25 Q Would you turn to it on page 315, please. 
49 
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MR. STEGALL: Your Honor, it seems to me that we 
have covered this in the course of Dr. Clark's cross-
3 I examination, and it seems to me this is not rebuttal but 
4 J simply reiterating the position of the defendant. 
THE COURT: If you're going to merely have her 
read a passage from a treatise which you think rebuts what 
he said, sustain the objection. Is that what you have in 
8 I mind? 
9 MR. SYKES: Well, I want her just to read one 
10 sentence from it that does rebut what Dr. Clark has stated, 
11 THE COURT: She can give her opinion, but I don't 
12 [think it is proper to read from treatises and say, "This 
23 rebuts a prior witness's testimony." 
14 Q (By Mr. Sykes) Dr. Gummow, in DSM III what is 
25 required, without — just tell us what is required before 
26 you can render a personality disorder diagnosis, 
27 J A Well, there are really two things. First, as I 
l8 | mentioned before, a long history of the disorder needs to 
29 I be established. And the second one is that the diagnosis 
20 I needs to be made very carefully during a period of illness. 
22 | Q What does it mean when it says, "And not episodic 
22 I in nature"? What does that mean? 
23 MR. STEGALL: What does what mean? 
24 THE COURT: What says that? 
is I MR. SYKES: When DSM III says "not episodic in 
50 
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nature . f l 
MR. STEGALL: I don't know that we know that's 
! what it says, Your Honor. We seem to be asking a question 
that we have no evidence on. 
! 
I MR. SYKES: Can we have her read it? 
i 
t 
• THE COURT: Well, are you suggesting that that 
particular phrase has been used in prior testimony? 
I MR. SYKES: It has. 
! 
! THE COURT: By whom? | MR. SYKES: I read it to Dr. — to Dr. Cook or 
I 
Dr. Clark. I read right — 
i 
I THE COURT: Are you going to ask her a question 
i with respect to — 
i 
MR. SYKES: Yes. 
• THE COURT: — her opinion on something? 
j MR. SYKES: Yes. Listen. I'll rephrase that 
| question, Judge. 
Q In relying on your opinion, in your opinion as to 
; whether or not Mr. Onyeabor has a personality disorder, 
have you relied in part on DSM III? 
A Yes. 
Q Would you read us what you've relied on. 
A What I've relied on in terms of personality 
diagnosis? 
Q Right, in terms of whether or not Mr. Onyeabor 
51 i 
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has a histrionic personality disorder or a borderline 
personality disorder. 
I 
i MR. STEGALL: Well, I'm not sure that she has 
i 
rendered that that is her opinion. It seems to me we're 
j doing the same thing, you're reading from the DSM III to 
I rebut an earlier opinion rendered by another expert; and I : 
I I 
' don't believe she's testified that that is her opinion. i 
I ! 
j THE COURT: I think your last question brought in ; 
: your prior comment to Mr. Sykes. You can elicit her j 
i ! 
J opinion on a p a r t i c u l a r question i f you wish. ! 
i " ; ' s 
; MR. SYKES: All right. Let me do that again, 
j Q What is your opinion as to whether or not Mr. 
\ Onyeabor has a personality disorder, and did you rely on 
DSM III in that opinion? 
A Okay. The answer to did I rely on DSM III, yes, 
I did. And the answer to the question do I think there's a 
personality disorder, no, I do not. 
Q Okay. Read what you relied upon from DSM III in 
i 
j support of your opinion. 
; A The DSM III is very specific about making a 
i 
j personality disorder diagnosis. 
\ MR. STEGALL: Your Honor, I'm sorry. I've got to 
object. It seems to me that we're just trying to get in 
i the same information through the back door that — she 
| rendered an opinion that he does not have one and now 
52 
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they1re trying to get in the passage with regard to what 
constitutes one, 
MR. SYKES: She relied on it. She relied on it, 
THE COURT: Well — 
MR. SYKES: I think she can read that. 
THE COURT: Is she relying upon something in 
saying, "I don't have an opinion"? 
MR. SYKES: No. She says that she has an opinion 
that he does not have a personality disorder and she's 
relying upon DSM III. 
THE COURT: All right. She can read it. 
MR. SYKES: Read the passage on histrionic 
personality disorder. 
Q Just the introduction. 
A Okay. It says: 
"The following are characteristic of the 
individual's current and long-term functioning, 
are not limited to episodes of illness and cause 
either significant impairment in social or 
occupational function or subjective distress." 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q 
all, but 
A 
supposed 
one list, 
Now, after that it follows what? Don't read it 
tell us, generally describe what follows. 
Then there are a series of criteria that you're 
to go down a list and there have to be so many on 
A-list and so many on B-list. There's some 
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1
 choices like a Chinese menu. 
2
 Q Turn to page 3 22 and read the same introductory 
3 sentence for borderline personality disorder. 
4
 J _ THE COURT: Well, is that relied upon by her for 
her opinion? 
MR. SYKES: Yes. 
THE COURT: Let's find out. 
8
 Q (By Mr. Sykes) Was this next passage relied upon 
9 by you in your opinion as to whether or not Mr. Onyeabor 
10 has a borderline personality disorder? 
11 A Yes. 
12 THE COURT: What's her opinion? 
13 Q (By Mr. Sykes) What's your opinion? 
H A No. 
15 Q That he did not have one? 
16 A Yes. That's right. 
17 Q Okay. Read the passage, please. 
IS A It's the same passage: 
19 "The following characteristics of the 
20 individual's current and long-term functioning 
2i are not limited to episodes of illness and cause 
22 either significant impairment in social or 
23 occupational functioning or subjective distress." 
24 Q Dr. Gummow, in the field of mental health as it 
25 applies to psychiatrists and psychologists, is a 
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1 
2 
3 
5 ; 
6 | 
7 i 
I 
I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
STARTS FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE ASPHALT TO GO UP TO THE TOP 
OF THE ISLAND IS NOT R E A L L Y PRONOUNCED, ITrS NOT REALLY 
STRAIGHT UP AND DOWN. THERE ARE SOME ISLANDS THAT ARE 
SIMILAR TO THIS THAT ARE MORE BOX-SHAPED. THIS IS MORE 
ROUND. 
Q ASSUMING THAT MR. ONYEABORTS LEFT TIRES WENT 
UP ON THE ISLAND DURING THE COURSE OF HIS SKID AND PRIOR 
TO IMPACT, DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION AS TO WHAT WOULD HAPPEN 
AND, OF COURSE, CAME DOWN AGAIN_, DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION 
AS TO WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO A PERSONTS BODY INSIDE THE 
/EHICLJE_WITH THAT TYPF OF A ,1Q1 T. ASSUMING THAT AT_JTHj^JTMF 
THAT THE VEHICLE WENT UP ON THE ISLAND IT WAS TRAVELING 
BETWEEN 45 AND 35 MILES AN HOUR? 
MR. STEGALL: YOUR HONOR, IrD OBJECT TO THAT 
AS IT ASKS THE OFFICER AS PART OF FORMULATING HIS OPINION 
TO ASSUME SOMETHING THAT HAS NOT BEEN INDICATED BY TESTIMONY 
AT THIS POINT. 
JUDGE CROFT; j SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION. HE CANfT 
ASSUME FACTS THAT ARE NOT IN EVIDENCE IN EXPRESSING AN 
20,4 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
OPINION 
MR. SYKES: MAY WE APPROACH THE BENCH BRIEFLY? 
JUDGE CROFT: NO, I MADE MY RULING. I STAND 
ON IT. IF YOU ARE PREPARED TO SHOW THAT THAT, IN FACT, 
OCCURRED--
MR. SYKES: I AM. 
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JUDGE CROFT: BUT YOU'VE CERTAINLY GOT TO SHOW 
THAT THAT DID OCCUR TO EVEN MAKE HIS OPINION RELEVANT. 
MR. SYKES: YOUR HONOR, I AM GOING TO DO THAT. 
AND I WOULD POINT THE COURT OUT TO RULE 703, BASES OF 
OPINIONS OF TESTIMONY BY EXPERTS, WHICH SAYS THAT, "THE 
6 FACTS OR DATA IN THE PARTICULAR CASE UPON WHICH AN EXPERT 
7 
S 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
BASES AN OPINION OR AN INFERENCE MAY BE THOSE PERCEIVED 
BY OR MADE KNOWN TO HIM AT OR BEFORE THE HEARING. IF OF 
A TYPE REASONABLY RELIED UPON Bv EXPERTS IN THE PARTICULAR 
FIELD IN FORMING OPINIONS OR INFERENCES UPON THE SUBJECT, 
THE FACTS OR DATA NEED NOT BE ADMISSIBLE IN EVIDENCE." 
SO ALL I'M SAYING IS I'M GOING TO INTRODUCE 
EVIDENCE THROUGH MY CLIENT AND OTHERS THAT THE ISLAND HASN'T 
CHANGED SIGNIFICANTLY SINCE THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT. 
JUDGE CROFT: WELL, THAT ISN'T THE POINT. THE 
POINT THAT I THINK MR. STEGALL'S OBJECTION IS BASED UPON 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
IS YOU SAY ASSUME THAT THE LEFT SIDE OF HIS CAR WENT UP 
ONTO THE ISLAND AND CAME BACK DOWN. AND HE OBJECTS ON THE 
GROUNDS THAT THERE'S NO FOUNDATION THA'T THAT OCCURRED AND 
I SUSTAINED THE OBJECTION. NOW, YOU SAY, WELL, THAT'S WHA" 
HAPPENED. AND HE HASN'T ANY KNOWLEDGE THAT THAT'S WHAT 
HAPPENED APPARENTLY 
MR. SYKES: WELL, I AM ASKING HIM TO ASSUME 
HYPOTHETICALLY BECAUSE I AM GOING TO OFFER THAT THROUGH 
MY CLIENT. 
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JUDGE CROFT: WELL, HAVE YOU TOLD HIM THAT THAT 
WHAT ANYBODY SAID? 
HAS ANYBOD7 TOLD YOU, OFFICER LEAVITT, THAT 
4 ! THE PLAINTIFF?S CAR DID, IN FACT, GO UP ONTO THE ISLAND 
i ' 
i 
5 | AND THEN DROP OFF AGAIN? 
I THE WITNESS: YE: 6 
7 ! JUDGE CROFT: WHO TOLD YOU? 
i 
8 I THE WITNESS: I THINK IT WAS BROUGHT OUT IN 
9 ! DISCUSSIONS I T VE HAD PRIOR TO T R I A L . I DON'T RECALL WHO 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2] 
22 
23 
24 
25 
TOLD ME 
JUDGE CROFT: DON'T KNOW WHETHER IT WAS MR. 
SYKE5 OR MR. ONYEABOR OR WHO? 
THE WITNESS: I CAN'T REMEMBER. IT WAS NOT 
MR. ONYEABOR. I HAVEN'T SEEN HIM. 
MR. SYKE5: I THINK IT'S A LEGITIMATE THING 
TO ASK ON A HYPOTHETICAL QUESTION WHEN I INTEND TO LINK 
IT UP. IF I DIDN'T INTEND TO LINK IT UP--I MEAN, IT'S NOT 
IN DISPUTE AS TO WHAT MY CLIENT'S POSITION IS, YOUR HONOR. 
HE'S CLEARLY GOING TO TESTIFY. I HATE TO BRING THIS WITNESS 
BACK A THIRD """IME SOME TIME LATER IN THE TRIAL. 
JUDGE CROFT: WELL, YOU SEE, HE MAKES HIS ANSWER^ 
AND THEN YOU DON'T ESTABLISH THE FACT. HIS ANSWER IS IN 
.AND--
MR. SYKES: WELL, IF THE FACT ISN'T ESTABL ISHED T 
MY CLIENT'S TESTIMONY, WHICH I ASSURE YOU IT WILL BE AS 
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A.N OFFICER OF THE COURT, THEN YOU CAN INSTRUCT THE JURY 
TO IGNORE IT, BUT I'M GOING TO ESTABLISH THAT. HE'S TOLD 
ME THAT FROM DAY ONE. IT'S IN HIS DEPOSITION. 
JUDGE CROFT: WELL, WITH THAT UNDERSTANDING 
I'LL LET HIM ANSWER THE QUESTION. 
MR . SYKES : OKAY. 
JUDGE CROFT: GO AHEAD AND STATE YOUR QUESTION 
TO HIM AGAIN . 
MR. SYKES: OKAY. 
Q (BY MR. SYKES) OFFICER;, ASSUMING THAT THE ISLAND, 
HYPOTHETICALLY, ON THE DAY OF THE ACCIDENT WAS AS IS SHOWN 
ON PICTURE "C" OF EXHIBIT k, AND ASSUMING THAT MR. ONYEABOR'S 
VEHICLE, AT SOMEWHERE SOME TIME BETWEEN THE SPEEDS OF k5, 
AND LET'S SAY 33 MILES AN HOUR, IF THE LEFT TIRES IN THE 
COURSE OF A SKID WENT UP ONTO THE ISLAND AND BACK DOWN AGAIN 
DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION AS TO WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO A PERSON'S 
BODY IN THE CAR AT THAT TIME? 
A YES . 
Q WHAT IS YOUR OPINION? 
A WELL, HE WOULD BE SOMEWHAT THROWN AROUND INSIDE 
OF THE VEHICLE DEPENDING ON RESTRAINT AND WHATNOT. 
Q OKAY. IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE DO YOU HAVE AN 
OPINION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT, ASSUMING ALL THOSE THINGS 
HAPPENED, THAT WOULD CAUSE A PERSON TO PERHAPS STRIKE HIS 
HEAD SOMEWHAT VIOLENTLY IN SOME PART OF THE VEHICLE? 
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I THINK BASED ON THE DAMAGE TO THE VEHICLE AND 
THE WAY THE IMPACT TOOK PLACE THAT IT IS CONCEIVABLE THAT 
3 1 SOMEONE COULD STRIKE THEMSELVES AGAINST SOMETHING IN THE 
;AR . 
OKAY DO YOU BELIEVE THAT HAPPENED IN THIS 
6 ! CASE? WHATTS YOUR OPINION AS TO WHAT HAPDENED IN THIS CASE? 
7 
8 
MR. STEGALL: WELL, AGAIN--
JUDGE CROFT: SUSTAINED. HE OBJECTS. I 
9 
10 
IT 
12 
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1 
SUSTAINED WHAT HIS BELIEF IS--
! Q (BY MR. SYKES) WHAT IS YOUR OPINION AS TO WHAT 
1 HAPPENED IN THIS CASE? 
MR. STEGALL: AGAIN, I DON'T THINK WE HAVE 
1 FOUNDATION TO RENDER AN OPINION. 
JUDGE CROFT: SUSTAINED. 
MR. SYKES: WELL, YOUR HONOR-- \ 
EXPERT ( 
.JUDGE CROFT: YOU STATED WHAT HE THINKS AS AN \| 
\\ 
OCCURS IN A COLLISION CASE. HE DOESN'T HAVE ANY i 
SPECIFICS ON WHAT HAPPENED IN THIS CASE. AND I DON'T THINK ! 
j 
THAT HIS EXPERIENCE JUSTIFIES HIM TO SPECULATE WHAT MAY / 
HAVE HAPPENED. 
MR. SYKES: I THINK HE DOES h iAVE AN OPINION ' 
AS TO WHAT HAPPENED IN THIS CASE, YOUR HONOR, AND I LAID ! 
THE FOUNDATION FOR THAT. 
JUDGE CROFT: I HAVENTT HEARD HIM SAY HE HAS 
AN OPINION AS TO WHAT HAPPENED OTHER THAN THAT THERE MIGHT 
72 
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1 JEOPARDIZE THE LIFE OR POSSIBLY PROJECT INJURY INTO THAT 
2 J PERSON THAT HE'S TRYING TO WORK WITH BECAUSE HE CAN'T MAKE 
3 THAT JUDGMENT. THESE ARE SOME EXAMPLES. 
4 Q DOCTOR, LET ME SHOW YOU EXHIBIT 80 AND ASK YOU 
5 J WHAT THIS IS. 
6 A IT IS A GLOSSARY OF TERMS THAT COMES, AS I RECAL! 
7 j FROM A PAMPHLET THAT'S PUT OUT BY THE HEALTH CARE INTER-
8 j NATIONAL ON BRAIN TRAUMA. 
9 | Q BROWN SCHOOLS? 
10 A THE BROWN SCHOOLS. 
11 Q IN YOUR OPINION WOULD THIS BE HELPFUL TO THE 
12 JURY IN UNDERSTANDING SOME OF THE THINGS YOU ARE GOING TO 
13 I TESTIFY ABOUT AND, IN GENERAL, UNDERSTANDING CLOSED HEAD 
14 I BRA IN INJURY? 
15 A I THINK FOR DEFINITIONS AND SOME OF THE TERM1N-
16 OLOGY WE USE IN THE HEALTH CARE PROFESSION, ESPECIALLY IN 
17 DEALING WITH THE BRAIN, THIS IS VERY USEFUL. 
18 MR. SYKES: I MOVE FOR THE ADMISSION OF EXHIBIT 
19 80, YOUR HONOR. 
20 MR. STEGALL: YOUR HONOR, I AM GOING TO OBJECT 
21 TO THE GLOSSARY OF TERMS. FIRST OFF I DON'T THINK IT'S 
22 RELEVANT. I BELIEVE THE DOCTOR CAN TRANSLATE HIS TESTIMONY 
23 INTO TERMS THAT ARE UNDERSTANDABLE TO THE JURY WITHOUT 
24 j REQUIRING THAT THE JURV LOOK THROUGH A GLOSSARY WHILE HE 
25 ! TESTIFIES. I BELIEVE IT'S DISTRACTING, INAPPROPRIATE AND 
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I D O N ' T KNOW THAT A PROPER FOUNDATION HAS BEEN L A I D FOR I T . i 
AND I T ' S H E A R S A Y . . 
I 
JUDGE CROFT: I'M TROUBLED BY IT, DOCTOR. IS 
IT A GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR THE USE OF DOCTORS OR THF MFnrfAl 
PROFESSION? ' 
THE WITNESS: NO, THE BOOK WAS WRITTEN FOR PEOPLE, 
FAMILIES OF BRAIN INJURED PEOPLE ESSENTIALLY. AND WE USE j 
I~, AS THE LEGAL PROFESSION DOES ALSO, USE A LOT OF TERMIN-
OLOGY THAT GO OVER MOST PEOPLEST HEADS JUST FROM OUR 
EDUCATION. 
JUDGE CROFT: I WILL TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF 
THAT. 
THE WITNESS: AND SO, THEREFORE, IT'S MORE 
IMPORTANT TO HELP WITH THE DEFINITION OR SUBSTANTIATE A 
DEFINITION AND SOMETIMES, YOU KNOW, PHYSICIANS FORGET AS 
WELL AS LAWYERS, I THINK, WHEN THEY ARE TALKING TO THEIR 
PATIENTS AND CLIENTS THAT THEYTVE JUST GONE OVER THEIR HEAD. 
AND I THINK IT IS A USEFUL GUIDE. 
JUDGE CROFT: LETTS SEE WHAT USE THE DOCTOR PUTS 
IT TO BEFORE WE RULE ON THE OBJECTION. 
MR. SYKES: OKAY, YOUR HONOR. IS THERE ANY MORE 
FOUNDATION WE NEED TO LAY ON THIS? 
JUDGE CROFT: WELL, THE OBJECTION IS NOT TO THE 
FOUNDATION, IS IT, MR. STEGALL? 
MR. STEGALL: WELL, I THINK THERE IS AT LEAST 
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DE- IN I T IONS, INDICATE WHAT SOME OF THOSE ARE. AND YOU HAVE 
YOUR OWN COPY OF EXHI3IT 80? 
A THAT IS CORRECT. 
Q WOULD YOU BRIEFLY INDICATE WHAT SOME OF THOSE 
DEFINITIONS ARE, AND NOT DEFINE THEM, BUT INDICATE WHAT THEY 
ARE. 
A YOU MEAN THE WORDS LIKE ABSTRACT, AGRAPHIA, 
ANOMIA, APHASIA, ATAXIA, I THINK A LOT OF PEOPLE KNOW WHAT 
ATTENTION IS, COGNITION, AND CONTRA-COUP IS. HAS CT SCAN 
BEEN DEFINED? 
Q I DON'T KNOW IF ITTS BEEN TALKED ABOUT. I THINK 
IT HAS BEEN DEFINED PROBABLY. 
A DISINHIBITION, DYSARTHRIA. THE FRUSTRATION 
TOLERANCES ARE DEFINED VERY NICELY IN HERE. PRESERVATION. 
WE WENT OVER THE LIMBIC SYSTEM, JUDGMENT, PROBLEM SOLVING 
ABILITY, QUADR I PARES IS, SPASTICITY. 
MR. SYKES: OKAY. YOUR HONOR, AT THIS POINT 
I WOULD MOVE FOR THE ADMISSION OF EXHIBIT 80. 
JUDGE CROFT: WELL, IT STILL TROUBLES ME, MR. 
SYKES. YOU SEE, MOST OF THE WORDS THAT THE DOCTOR USED 
DON'T MEAN A THING TO US. THEY DON'T MEAN ANYTHING TO ME, 
ITM SURE THEY DON'T TO THE JURY. AND THAT' S NOT AN UNCOMMON 
PROBLEM WE HAVE, AS YOU KNOW, WITH MEDICAL TESTIMONY AND 
I ALWAYS TRV TO GE T THE DOCTOR TO SPEAK IN COMMON LAY 
LANGJAGE SO WE CAN UNDERSTAND WHAT HE'S SAYING. AND IF 
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1 J THERE'S A CERTAIN MEDICAL TERM THAT NONE OF US HAVE EVER 
2 i HEARD BEFORE THAT HAS A PLAIN AND SIMPLE ENGLISH DEFINITION 
3 j LIKE, WHY NOT CALL SOMETHING A BRUISE INSTEAD OF A MEDICAL 
4 TERM IF THATTS WHAT WE'RE TALKING ABOUT. AND SO I CAN'T 
5 SEE THAT. I DON'T WANT THE DOCTOR TO USE THESE MEDICAL 
6 TERMS IN HIS TESTIMONY IF HE CAN, BY USE OF PLAIN, SIMPLE 
7 | ENGLISH LANGUAGE, TELL US WHAT HE MEANS. AND LET'S TRY 
8 THAT. 
9 MR. SYKES : OKAY. 
10 JUDGE CROFT: BECAUSE THESE WORDS. ITM NOT^ 
11 SATISFIED THE JURY WOULD EVEN REMEMBER IT EVER BEING USED. 
12 MR. SYKES: OKAY. 
13 JUDGE CROFT: SO LETTS SEE HOW WE GET ALONG IN 
14 THAT DIRECTION AND ASK THE DOCTOR TO BEAR THAT IN MIND AND 
15 TALK TO US IN LAY LANGUAGE RATHER THAN MEDICAL TERMS. 
16 MR. SYKES: OKAY. 
17 Q (BY MR. SYKES) DOCTOR, I ASKED YOU LAST NIGHT, 
18 OR I THINK I WAS GOING TO ASK YOU, DO YOU HAVE A VIDEO FILM 
19 HERE THAT WOULD HELP EXPLAIN WHAT A CLOSED HEAD ORGANIC 
20 BRAIN INJURY IS AND THAT WOULD BE HELPFUL IN DEFINING AND 
21 EXPANDING UPON SOME OF THE SEQUELAE? 
22 A YES, I DO. 
23 Q TELL US ABOUT THE FILM--WHO PREPARED IT, WHEN 
24 j fT WAS PREPARED APPROXIMATELY AND THIS SORT OF THING. 
25 I A THE FILM WAS PREPARED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
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Q WHAT 15 IT? 
A ONE OF THE CONCERNS FOR AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAD 
HAD A HEAD INJURY IS THAT THE AGING PROCESS WHICH CAUSES 
LOSSES IN A LOT OF THE SAME ABILITIES OVER TIME IN PATHOLO-
GICAL AGING AND NOT HEALTHY AGING BUT IN PATHOLOGICAL AGING, 
CONCEPTUAL SKILLS, FLEXIBILITY OF THOUGHT, MEMORY, AND 
PSYCHOMOTOR SPEED ARE THE THREE AREAS OF FUNCTIONING WHICH 
ARE MOST SENSITIVE TO AGING. 
Q OKAY. DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION AS TO WHETHER OR 
NOT MR. ONYEABOR IS AT FUTURE RISK FOR HEAD INJURY OR OTHER 
INJURY? 
A THE STATISTICS THAT ARE IN JENNETT AND TEASDALE 
AND OTHER REFERENCES INDICATE THAT INDIVIDUALS WHO SUFFERED 
A HEAD INJURY ARE MORE SUSCEPTIBLE TO FUTURE INJURIES, THAT 
IN SEVERAL WAYS, FIRST OF ALL, THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO HAVE 
AN INJURY--
JUDGE CROFT: JUST A MOMENT. THIS IS THE FACT 
i 
THAT HE MAY BE IN THE FUTURE. SHE'S ANSWERED IT AND I THINK! 
THAT'S AS FAR AS SHE NEED GO. ' | 
MR. SYKES: OKAY. ! 
i 
Q C3Y MR. SYKES) NOW, DOCTOR, THERE ARE MANY : 
PEOPLE, PERHAPS, THAT HAVE ACCIDENTS LIKE THIS AND DON'T ! 
j 
SUFFER A HEAD INJURY. OKAY? AND AFTER, SOME, THAT PERHAPS ; 
DO. WHY IS IT THAT SOME, PERHAPS, MAY HAVE A SIMILAR ] 
ACCIDENT AND HAVE A HEAD INJURY AND SOME MAY NOT? 
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1 , THAT NIGHT. SO PARTICULAR TO ME, LIKE I'M MARRIED, I KNOW 
2 | WHAT IT MEANS FOR A MARRIED MAN TO BE, LIKE MYSELF, BEING 
3 I IN OGDEN AND SLEEPING OUTSIDE. 
4 MR. STEGALL: YOUR HONOR, I THINK WE ARE GETTING 
5 A LOT OF HEARSAY IN THIS ANSWER. 
6 JUDGE CROFT: CONTROL YOUR WITNESS MORE, MR. 
7 SYKES. JUST ASK HIM A SIMPLE QUESTION AND GET AN ANSWER. 
8 MR. SYKES: WELL, I AM TRYING TO DO THAT, YOUR 
9 | HONOR, AND NOT TO LEAD HIM AT THE SAME TIME. 
10 JUDGE CROFT: I KNOW BUT THESE YOUNG ONES TEND 
11 [ TO MAKE A SPEECH IN RESPONSE TO YOUR QUESTION. 
12 Q CBY MR. SYKES) OKAY, PATRICK, I WANT YOU TO 
13 COMMENT ON ANY CHANGES, ANY CHANGES, ANY MENTAL PROBLEMS 
14 THAT MR. ONYEABOR HAS HAD SINCE THE ACCIDENT. BY THAT I 
15 AM TALKING A80UT--WELL, LET'S JUST DO THIS. HAVE YOU 
16 NOTICED ANY PROBLEMS IN RIGIDITY OF THINKING, THINKING 
17 PROCESS BEING TOO RIGID? 
18 A YEAH. THE WIFE GIVE ME A PHONE NUMBER TO CALL 
19 WHERE HE WAS AT. SO I PICKED UP A PHONE, I CALLED HIM, SO 
20 I TOLD THE FRIEND TO PUT HIM ON THE PHONE IF HE IS THERE. 
21 THE GUY SAID HE IS THERE. I SAID, CAN I TALK TO HIM. HE 
22 I SAID, OKAY. HE PUT HIM ON THE PHONE SO I STARTED ASKING 
23 HIM WHY HE SHOULD BE OUTSIDE AND SLEEPING THERE INSTEAD OF 
24 SLEEPING AT HOME. THEN HE HIMSELF EXPLODED. HE SAID WHY 
25 SHOULD I ALWAYS BE STARTING ASKING HIM. I SAID, ITM NOT 
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A Yes. 
2 | Q Now, you are currently attending the U of U? 
3I A I was until this quarter. 
4 J Q But you are familiar with the grading system and 
.all that sort of thing? 
6 I A Yes. 
7 I Q Is there anything on this page 3 of Exhibit 23 
you can't explain to us as far as what it means? 
A I don't think so. 
THE COURT: Just a moment. 
MR. STEGALL: I think she can express her 
understanding of it. I have a little trouble with her 
explaining the document. 
THE COURT: This document speaks for itself. She 
is not in a position to try and interpret what whatever is 
on there means and says. The jury will have that exhibit. 
They can read it themselves and make their own conclusions 
about it. But if you are going to ask her to tell us what 
is on there or what her conclusion is about what is on 
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there, I donft think I am going to let her do that. 
MR. SYKES: I am not asking — just establishing 
what she knows about the document. 
THE COURT: You ask your question and let's see 
if Mr. Stegall has any objection to it. 
MR. SYKES: Okay. 
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1 | Q Mrs. Onyeabor, are you familiar with the classes 
he has taken? 
A Yes. 
4 ] Q With respect to the first page there, have you 
attempted to determine which classes on here he has taken 
more than once? 
A Yes. 
Q How many total classes are on this document, 
pages 3 and 4 — 
MR. STEGALL: Well, Your Honor, I think that the 
document speaks for itself. I would further indicate to 
the Court that page 2 of the exhibit contains definitions, 
code numbering, fairly lengthy explanation of the coding 
that is used on the exhibit, and I think the exhibit is 
something that can be looked at. If there is duplication of 
classes they become fairly obvious. It is a one or two-
page document. 
THE COURT: I sustain the objection to the 
question. I will say further that I am not going to let 
her testify that she has examined other records other than 
this exhibit and made some determination as to how many 
times he may have taken a class. I mean that exhibit 
speaks for itself. You can argue whatever is in there to 
the jury, but I am not — I don't think it is proper for 
her to try and tell the jury what her impression is or what 
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j I her interpretation is of what is on there* 
2 MR. SYKES: Well, Your Honor, I think that I am 
3 trying to elicit testimony from her as to an explanation of 
4 J why Mr. Onyeabor has certain grades. 
THE COURT: No way. No way. 
6 I MR. SYKES: Okay. 
7 Q Mrs. Onyeabor, do you recall whether or not 
Mr. Onyeabor ever got a tape recorder? 
A Yes, he did. 
Q When? 
A Just before autumn '84 quarter. 
Q That's on page 3 here? 
A I guess. It is your page 3. I only have two 
pages here. 
Q How did he use that tape recorder? 
A He tape recorded all the classes that he took and 
he came home and listened to them that quarter. 
Q Okay. 
A Because he had noticed his problem with memory. 
Q What does the word a-c-t-i initial a-c-g in the 
far right-hand corner of the grades mean? 
MR. STEGALL: Well, Your Honor, again I think the 
document, the exhibit as a whole is an abbreviation and the 
like is something that are within the confines of the 
exhibit. I don't think we need to have a witness go 
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1 I through and talk about individual entries. 
2 MR. SYKES: That's on there, Your Honor. I 
3 withdraw the question. 
4 THE COURT: I sustain the objection. 
5 MR. SYKES: Okay. 
6 Q With respect to Mr. Onyeabor's study habits 
7 during this time, can you tell us how he studied? 
A You want before and after? 
Q Yes. Before and after. 
A Okay. Well, in spring of f84, our daughter was 
born, I believe, four days before the quarter began. I 
started at work about two weeks after that. And he babysat 
as soon as he got home from school. So he would be 
studying and babysitting, and I usually worked until nine 
or 10:00. And after the accident, he had a hard time 
concentrating and babysitting. So wre got — he found 
it very difficult to lift her even though she wasn't 
that heavy. But the pain in his back — so we had Miriam 
watch her that summer. His sister Miriam, so he could 
study. 
Then we got a permanent babysitter in September, 
and, I took her there, and I picked her up. So he didn't 
have to babysit at all since spring of '84. And when he 
started noticing all the problems he had with remembering 
things and the concentration problems he had, he started 
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A YES. 
MR. STEGALL: THAT'S ALL THE QUESTIONS I HAVE. 
JUDGE CROFT: ANY REDIRECT, MR. SYKES? 
MR. SYKES: WAS YOUR DIAGRAM INTENDED MERELY 
TO BE AN ILLUSTRATION? 
THE WITNESS: YES. 
MR. SYKES: YOUR HONOR, I HAVE ANOTHER WITNESS 
WE CAN CALL. I GUESS MR.--
JUDGE CROFT: ARE YOU THROUGH WITH--
MR. SYKES: YES, YOUR HONOR. NO FURTHER QUES-
TIONS AT THIS TIME. I'D LIKE TO, OF COURSE, INTRODUCE THE 
FILM. 
JUDGE CROFT: I'D LIKE TO ASK HIM ONE QUESTION 
THAT HAS COME TO MY MIND. 
FROM WHAT HAS BEEN STATED, MR. ANDREWS, IT WAS 
THE LEFT REAR BUMPER OF THE BATES' VEHICLE THAT CAME IN 
CONTACT WITH THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE ONYEABOR VEHICLE? 
L 
THE WITNESS: YES, SIR. 
JUDGE CR)FT: AND AS SHE CAME OUT OF THE DRIVE-
WAY AND HEADED FOR THE LEFT TURN LANE THAT WAS TO THE NOR~H 
OF THE EXIT POINT, HER LEFT FRONT CORNER OF HER CAR WOULD 
BE REALLY FARTHEST WEST AS SHE TRAVELED THAT ROUTE, WOULDN'T 
23 
24 
25 
SHE? 
THE WITNESS: AS SHE MAKES HER INITIAL CROSS 
OF THE LANES? 
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JUDGE CROFT: YES 
THE WITNESS: YES. 
JUDGE CROFT: DO YOU HAVE, BASED UPON YOUR 
INVESTIGATION, AN EXPLANATION AS TO WHY IT WAS THE LEFT REAR 
BUMPER THAT STRUCK THE ONYEABOR CAR INSTEAD OF THE RIGHT 
INSTEAD OF THE LEFT FRONT CORNER OF HER CAR? 
THE WITNESS: YES, SIR, I DO. 
i 
JUDGE CROFT: I'D LIKE TO HAVE YOU TELL US. \ 
THE WITNESS: WOULD YOU LIKE ME TO TURN THIS-- \ 
JUDGE CROFT: WHATEVER. YOU DON'T NEED TO TURN , 
IT IN MY DIRECTION. JUST IN YOUR OWN WORDS TELL US WHAT ! 
i 
YOUR EXPLANATION FOR THAT IS. I 
i 
THE WITNESS: OKAY. RELATIVE TO THE EXPLANATION ! 
i 
I 
THAT WE JUST RECEIVED FROM THE COURT, AS THE HONDA FIRST j 
COMES OUT, THE LEFT FRONT BUMPER IS WHERE THE EXPOSURE ON j 
I 
THE COLLISION IS, IN FACT, THE WHOLE LEFT SIDE OF THE CAR. j 
AS IT MAKES THE ROTATION, AND AS HAS BEEN POINTED OUT IN 
OUR CROSS-EXAMINATION, IT BECOMES MORE TOWARDS A VERTICAL I 
ACCESS. THAT EXPOSES TO THE ENCOUNTER AS ITTS COMING AND 
MAKES ITS VERTICAL ACCESS, INSTEAD OF THE COLLISION OCCURRING 
HERE ALONG THE SIDE, THE LEFT FRONT CORNER STARTS TO MOVE 
AWAY AND EXPOSES THE LEFT REAR CORNER SO AS THE CAR COMES 
DOWN IT MUST FIRST ENCOUNTER WHAT IS NOW EXPOSED BECAUSE 
OF THE ANGLE OF THE VEHICLE BEFORE IT CAN APPROACH THE FRONT 
PORTIONS OF THE VEHICLE. DOES THAT EXPLAIN YOUR--
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1 I JUDGE CROFT: EITHER COUNSEL HAVE ANY FURTHER 
2 | QUESTIONS IN VIEW OF WHAT I ASKED HIM? 
3 ! MR. S'KES: I DO. THIS IS KIND OF A GENERAL 
4 OVERALL QUESTION. BASED UPON ALL OF THE EXAMINATIONS THAT 
5 YOU MADE AND THE QUESTIONING HERE IN COURT TODAY, WHAT CAUSED 
6 THIS ACCIDENT? 
7 MR. STEGALL: WELL, THATTS BEEN ASKED AND 
8 I ANSWERED, YOUR HONOR. 
9 JUDGE CROFT: SUSTAINED. 
i 
10 MR. SYKES: YOUR HONOR, I!D LIKE TO DO SOME RECALL 
11 AND ASK IT AGAIN BECAUSE I DONTT THINK THAT SHOULD COME AT 
12 THE END OF ALL THIS TESTIMONY. AND WHAT HETS GIVEN, I 
13 BELIEVE--
14 JUDGE CROFT: I THINK ITTS OLD TESTIMONY. THERE 
15 HAS BEEN AN EXPLANATION AS TO WHAT CAUSED THE ACCIDENT. 
16 MR. SYKES: OKAY. NO FURTHER QUESTIONS. THANK 
17 YOU. 
18 JUDGE CROFT: DO YOU HAVE ANY WITH RESPECT TO 
19 THE QUESTION I PUT TO MR. ANDREWS, MR. STEGALL? 
20 MR. STEGALL: MR. ANDREWS, DID YOU HAVE OCCASION 
21 TO SEE ANY PHOTOGRrAPHS OR HAVE ANY INFORMATION WITH REGARD 
22 TO THE DAMAGE TO THE BATES1 VEHICLE? 
23 THE WITNESS: YES . 
24 MR. STEGALL: WHAT DID YOU HAVE? 
25 THE WITNESS: PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN FROM SOMEONE 
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0NYEAB0R HAVE, IN YOUR OPINION? 
A HE HAD A NEUROSENSORY HEARING LOSS. 
Q OF WHAT PERCENTAGE IMPAIRMENT? 
A IT PROBABLY WOULD BE ONE OR TWO PERCENT. 
Q ONE OR TWO PERCENT? 
A YES, THAT'S--I FEEL THAT'S RATHER AN ARTIFICIAL 
WAY TO MEASURE HEARING LOSS BUT THAT'S THE WAY IT'S COMMONLY 
USED IN DISABILITY. 
>I ASSUME, MR. STEGALL, YOU ARi JUDGE C
: 
NOT OBJECTING TO LACK OF QUALIFICATION TESTIMONY? 
MR. STEGALL: YOUR HONOR, I UNDERSTAND T^E 
GENTLEMAN IS AN ENT SPECIALIST AND--
JUDGE CROFT: YOU STIPULATE HE IS AN EXPERT IN 
THAT FIELD? 
MR. STEGALL: IN THE FIELD. 
JUDGE CROFT: AND CAN TESTIFY WITHOUT FURTHER 
FOUNDATION' 
MR. STEGALL: IN AUDIOLOGY, YOUR HONOR. 
JUDGE COFT: ALL RIGHT, GO AHEAD, MR. SV'<ES. 
Q (BY MR. SYKES) LET'S EXPLAIN ON WHAT BASIS YOU 
WOULD MAKE AN IMPAIRMENT RATING, DOCTOR. 
WHAT IS THE TRAINING THAT YOU HAVE THAT ALLOWS 
YOU TO DO THAT? 
A I DON'T MAKE THE RATINGS, THE OTOLOGIST DOES. 
AND THE C'OLCGIST WHO WOPKS FOR ME JUST GLANCED AT THIS AND 
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1 I that he had gotten a 58 0? 
2 A That's correct. 
3 J Q And then he indicated that the results themselves 
4 I were not available? 
5 } A That's correct. 
6 Q You subsequently determined that, in fact, they 
7 ! were avilable? 
3 I A Uh-huh. 
g | Q You subsequently determined that the results were, 
10 
11 
12 
13 
16 
in fact, 563? 
A That's correct. 
Q And you said that you thought that was an example 
that Mr. Onyeabor was not trying to mislead you, because he 
j4 I hid something or did not give you something that might have 
15 been helpful to you? 
A That's correct. 
17 | Q Were the test scores helpful to him if he told you 
18 that he was 530 and, in fact, was 563? 
19 A I don't think there's a significant difference 
20 between the two scores. That's why I didn't pay too much 
attention to it. I think it would be an easy mistake to 
22 I make, because they are so close together. 
23 J THE COURT: That doesn't quite answer his question, 
21 
24 [ Doctor, 
25 I THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. It was not significant 
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in those two scores. 
you have reviewed those I 
in 
i 
i 
! 
connection with the • 
l i t e r a t u r e from E d u c a t i o n a l T e s t i n g S e r v i c e ? 
A Y e s . 
Q And there are three scores, are there not, on 
TOFEL? 
A That's correct. Well, there are four, three sets 
of four. 
Q Three subscores, and a total. What are the 
three subscores? 
A Ckay. The three subscores are listening and 
comprehension; structure and written expression; reading 
comprehension; and in the four scores, total of those. 
Q And with regard to listening and comprehension, 
what was the grade or the numerical score that he received? 
A He obtained a score of 45, which corresponds to 
the 19 percentile of people who speak Ibo. 
Q And what was the structure test? 
A The structure and written test he scored in the 
93rd percentile. 
Q And in the reading comprehension? 
A The 98 percentile. 
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1 A No. But if he were unsuccessful, then he 
2 I wouldn't be in that occupation very long, and that's why if 
3 , someone — 
4 I Q Let me stop you. The fact that the man has a 
certificate or license doesn't show whether or not he has 
any skills in work? 
A In and of itself, no. 
Q Okay. What did Mr. Onyeabor tell you about the 
jobs he held? 
A He described to me the types of activities he 
performed in Nigeria. In terms of estimating jobs or 
working with customers, hiring workers, training workers, 
securing materials and equipment, and overseeing 
construction. 
Q You took those at face value? 
A I suppose. The other information I relied on 
was — 
THE COURT: Just answer the question. Did you 
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take them at face value? That is the question. 
THE WITNESS: I saw other photographs of his work 
and I suppose that's all, yes. 
Q (By Mr. Stegall) The photographs were likewise 
taken at face value? 
A That's correct. 
Q But it wasn't represented to you that he built 
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1 problems. Something that someone hasn't had the opportunity 
2 to do before in life. I don't think there are any of you 
3 that go home practicing, memorizing a long list, a list of 
4 I digits, that make no sense to us. And that's the signifi-
5 ! cance. The one exception to that, there is one, a block 
6 • design. Now this is a high score, and it's likely to be 
7 j sensitive to brain injury. But the reason I wasn't con-
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cerned about that, while the research can be impacted by 
brain injury, usually has to be injury localized to the 
brain's parietal lobe. This might take a dive, also. So 
in summary, about three of the four indicators of brain 
injury are his lowest. And the one exception is the one 
that seems—that mosrly comes up when you have a very 
specific parietal injury. 
Q Doctor, very quickly, I noticed some similarities 
One that you focused on that had some sensitivity to head 
injury. The second one was a 6, and then it jumped to 10. 
Assuming that Dr. Cook administered the test correctly, 
any explanation for that, the similarities right here? 
A I see it and it's really hard for me to make that 
assumption that he did. Although, I have no—there could 
be a number of reasons, you know, the first thing you say, 
maybe he's improved. That could be a reason for it, but 
if he were improving, then these other scores should be 
going up, also. The Digit Span is about the same. I guess 
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1 it's going down. When I look at that, my first idea is maybe 
2 J Mr. Onyeabor is getting better. I kind of have to throw 
3 J that out, because the other evidence on the test doesn't 
4 support that. It is possible that after three administra-
5 J tions, he was getting used to the items. And by that, some 
5 l of these items are really quite strange and that you will 
7 | tend to wonder about them in that. Like one of the items 
8 •, is how the— 
g I THE COURT: Just a moment. I think the doctor j 
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is broadening his answer to the question too much. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) Doctor, let me just ask you this: 
Of what significance are the full scale IQ down here on 
Mr. Onyeabor's case? 
A They are of no significance statistically, because 
we note that if you give this test to somebody on three 
different occasions there's going to be some fluctuation 
and all these scores are within the fluctuation that the 
test manual says will occur. 
Q What they were as to what Mr. Onyeabor's current 
IQ is approximately? 
A His current IQ is in the 90 range. 
Q Okay. Thank you. Doctor, let me ask you, did you 
administer an M.M.P.I, test, and, if so, why? 
A The reason I did is because, like I said before, 
25 it's obvious to me that people sometimes lie to the 
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A Correc t . 
Q And that's why it is a lesser amount of money? 
A That is correct. 
4 I Q But you get that discount rate? 
THE COURT: Are you asking him or telling him, 5 
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Mr. Sykes? 
MR. SYKES: Well, you get that discount rate by 
taking the interest rate here minus — 
THE COURT: Let him tell you how he does it. 
MR. SYKES: All right. 
THE WITNESS: Well, essentially it is the 
differential between the historical average yield on 
treasury obligations and the historical growth rate in the 
employment cost index. Now — 
Q Okay. 
A Now, it is not exactly the arithmetic difference 
between the two. Actually it is a little more complicated 
than that. I could write the formula down. 
Q Well, that's okay. I just want rhe general 
principal of how you get it. 
What is the discount rate, then, after applying 
the formula that you have described, the discount rate that 
you used in these calculations for court today? 
A Three percent per annum. 
Q Okay. Do you also use actuarial average or work 
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all? 1 
2 I A No. The grades are not worker traits, A 
3, person's attendance at school doesn't necessarily reflect 
4 | that accessibility to the marketplace, 
Q Is it a fair statement to say that all of the 
6 I facts utilized by you came from a source other than you 
7 , yourself? 
A I rely on professionals in different fields that 
do different things like testing. 
THE COURT: Just answer the question, Mr. Heal. 
THE WITNESS: With the exception of my own 
judgment of the materials I reviewed, yes, I relied on 
other people for that material. 
MR. STEGALL: That's all I have. 
THE COURT: Any redirect? 
MR. SYKES: I do, Your Honor, briefly. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SYKES: 
Q Mr. Heal, what about your own judgment? Let me 
just ask you about that. To what extent, what were your 
personal viewpoints of Mr. Onyeabor? Your personal 
impressions? 
A Well, obviously my impressions are limited to the 
interview I held with him. He seemed — he was consistent 
with what all the psychologists had said. He has 
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5 
respect to whether or not the CT and the MRI generally show 
closed-head organic brain injury of this nature? 
A Well, with injuries where the injury is more 
4 | severe, where there is substantial structural change, those 
findings will show up on the CT scan, specifically 
6 I bleeding. CT scan is kind of looking at the brain. 
MR. STEGALL: Your Honor, Dr. Nilsson indicated 
he didn't have medical experience, but he seems to be 
rendering testimony in that regard. 
MR. SYKSS: I think he is experienced in this 
area. 
THE COURT: He may continue his answer. 
MR. SYKES: Go ahead. 
THE WITNESS: That information is often available 
to us as we treat patients, and we discuss it with our 
medical staff. The CT scan is by contrast a true measure 
to the MRI which gave a much more graphic detailed picture 
of the brain, but involves — it is still a relatively 
crude assessment, technique much better than CT scan. It 
is not uncommon for patients — 
THE COURT: I think you have answered the 
question, Doctor. Thank you. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) What is the best way to determine 
whether someone has a closed head organic brain injury, 
aside from an autopsy, which is rather severe? 
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FADE. SO I WAS CONCERNED ABOUT THAT. 
Q OKAY. WAS ANYTHING MORE SAID BETWEEN YOU AND 
HE CONCERNING THE NOTION OR THE QUESTION OF WHETHER HE 
SUFFERED A BLOW TO HIS HEAD? 
A JUST THAT HE SAID HE HAD AND IT WAS SOMEWHAT j 
AT DISCREPANCY WITH WHAT DR. HOUTS HAD MENTIONED. j 
Q AND HE DESCRIBED IT AS THE FRONTAL PORTION OF j 
i 
HIS HEAD AGAINST THE POST BETWEEN THE FRONT WINDOW AND THE j 
SIDE WINDOW? j 
! 
A YES. j 
JUDGE CROFT: FRONT WINDOW OR WINDSHIELD I j 
THOUGHT. ; 
THE WITNESS: PROBABLY--I THINK PROBABLY HE MEANT 
THE WINDSHIELD. 
JUDGE CROFT: YOU HAVE IT IN YOUR NOTES, DOCTOR. , 
CHECK IT. 
THE WITNESS: FRONT WINDOW. I THINK FRONT 
WINDOW. I THINK WHEN I WROTE FRONT WINDOW I MEAN WINDSHIELD; 
SO IT WOULD BE THE POST BETWEEN THE WINDSHIELD AND THE SIDE 
WINDOWS IS WHAT I AM REFERRING TO. 
Q (BY MR. STEGALL) HE ACKNOWLEDGED NO LOSS OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS; IS THAT CORRECT? 
A THAT IS CORRECT. 
Q HE REPORTED THAT HE WAS DAZED? 
A YES . 
I 
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MR. SYKES: Yeah. Let me just borrow it for a 
second. 
RECROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SYKES: 
Q Doctor, one of the statements I read you was on 
page 32 of your deposition — 
THE COURT: Has this got anything to do with his 
redirect? 
MR. SYKES: Yes. Oh, yes. That's all it is. 
Q Mr. Stegall asked you about why you said the 
things you said at your deposition. You said you got hazy 
at that point in your deposition. Do you recall just 
saying that you were a little bit hazy on that? 
. THE COURT: He asked him about two words. 
MR. SYKES: Pardon me? 
THE COURT: Mr. Stegall asked him about a two-
word phrase. 
MR. SYKES: Yeah. A brain injury examination or 
primary examination, something like that. 
THE WITNESS: I recall the discussion. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) Yeah. But do you recall that he 
just asked you about why you had given the answer in your 
deposition, and you said you were a bit hazy about 
something? 
A Yes. 
209 
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APPROXIMATELY, I'D SAY, ABOUT A YEAR AGO OR WITHIN THE LAST ' 
I 
YEAR. IT 15 VIEWED PREDOMINENTLY TOWARD, FOR FAMILY MEMBERS ' 
OR PEOPLE THAT DON'T UNDERSTAND BRAIN INJURY AND GOES OVER, 
ALMOST FROM START TO FINISH, OF WHAT HAPPENS. IT GOES OVER 
ALL DEGREES OF BRAIN INJURY, IT DESCRIBES IT AND SOME OF 
THE CONSEQUENCES AND WHAT HAPPENS. AND IT SHOWS IT VERY 
VIVIDLY. AND I THINK IT IS A HIGH QUALITY FILM. UNFORTUN-
ATELY, A COUPLE PLACES GET A LITTLE TECHNICAL AND THAT'S 
MY ONLY PROBLEM WITH IT, YOUR HONOR, IN ONE AREA WHERE THEY 
GO OVER THE ANATOMY. THERE IS A NEUROANATOMIST, DR. SUSAN 
STENSON, WHO IS EXCELLENT BUT SHE USES ALL THE BIG TERMS. 
AND I'D BE GLAD TO DEFINE ANY AT THAT TIME IF IT IS 
NECESSARY. 
MR. SYKES: PERHAPS--
JUDGE CROFT: WELL, YOU UNDERSTAND THE TERMS? 
THE WITNESS: YES, I DO, YOUR HONOR. 
JUDGE CROFT: IF THEY NEED EXPLAINING YOU CAN 
EXPLAIN THEM TO THE JURY, CAN'T YOU? 
THE WITNESS: YES, I CAN. 
Q (BY MR. SYKES) OKAY. ARE THERE PARTS OF THE 
FILM THAT DO NOT APPLY TO THIS CASE? 
A THERE'S A PART THAT GOES THROUGH THE STAGES OF 
COMA RECOVERY. THAT IS A STANDARD WE USE THAT WAS DEVELOPED 
AT RANCHO LOS AMIGOS. WE DON'T HAVE A COMA INVOLVED HERE, 
IT DOESN'T INVOLVE THAT BASICALLY. 
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are more preoccupied with how much they are going to make 
than with returning to health. 
Q Do you have an opinion as to whether Mr. Onyeabor 
4 | has compensation syndrome? 
A Yes, I do, 
Q What is your opinion? 
A I believe he does not. 
Q Why? 
A Well, his — the majority of my interactions have 
not been typical of patients that I have followed who have 
compensation syndrome in the sense that he is more 
concerned that the truth be shown, and that he is helped to 
be more reassured of a good future, of being able to care 
for his family. He is very angry and he is very 
frustrated, and sees a lot of the court proceeding as an 
expression of that anger. But the end result being a 
validation of yes, you are injured and we will help you 
with your problems. 
MR. SYKES: No further questions, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Before you commence your cross-
examination, we will take our brief recess. 
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There was one comment that the doctor made that 
troubled me just a little bit, and that was that he 
expected this court to make a decision one way or another 
24 ; 
with respect to a particular injury. Did I misunderstand 
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1 I you, Doctor? 
2 | THE WITNESS: It is not my expectationf Your 
3I Honor, no. But yet I think from my experience, head injury 
patients in general tend to see this as a final 
confrontation of proof. In fact, I have some patients who 
totally will verbalize this court will say whether I have a 
head injury or not. And obviously that is not the case. 
^ THE COURT: Your answer wasn't based upon the 
.assumption that this court or the jury would make any 
determination on that, I guess; is that right? 
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THE WITNESS: T h a t ' s c o r r e c t . 
THE COURT: We w i l l t a k e a t e n - m i n u t e r e c e s s . 
(A r e c e s s was t a k e n . ) 
THE COURT: As indicated to counsel in a brief 
conference in chambers, and because counsel wanted this 
made a matter of record, the bailiff reported to me at the 
beginning of the last recess that Juror No. 1 had reported 
to him that as the doctor stepped down from the witness 
chair in front of the exhibits that you had lined up in 
front of the jury box to testify concerning them. He put 
his hand on the box on the right in front of her and made a 
comment to the effect, "Looks like you have got some light 
reading to do." I asked that juror to come into chambers 
and discussed it with her alone, and the bailiff was not 
present. And she made the statement that the doctor did in 
39 
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THAN I WAS AND--
Q STOP FOR A MINUTE THERE AND DESCRIBE THAT 
PROBLEM. 
A WELL, I USED TO BE OVER MULTIPLE STIMULI, MANY 
THINGS HAPPENING AT ONCE, FAMILY LIVING KINDS OF THINGS. 
THAT SEEMS TO HAVE GONE BUT I'M NOT IN A FAMILY LIVING 
SITUATION SO I CAN'T SAY RIGHT NOW IF IT'S TRULY GONE. THAT 
SEEMS TO BE GONE, OR AT LEAST FOR THE MOST PART, I HOPE SO. 
Q YOU SUFFERED A DIVORCE DURING THIS PERIOD, DID 
YOU NOT? 
A THAT IS CORRECT. AND THAT SITUATION WAS SOME-
WHAT ALLEVIATED WHEN I DIDN'T HAVE AS MUCH TO DO. I AM 
COMFORTABLE AND FAMILIAR WITH WORK SO I DEAL WITH WORK A 
GREAT DEAL. I RESPOND TO A NUMBER OF FINANCIAL PROBLEMS 
SO IT'S IMPORTANT THAT I WORK A GREAT DEAL. SO IT'S 
MODIFIED WHAT I DO WITH MY TIME AND I'M PROBABLY MORE APPRE-
HENSIVE ABOUT INVOLVING WITH PEOPLE BUT I HAVE BEEN WORKING 
ON THAT. AND PROBABLY I DON'T--IN SOME WAYS I DON'T CARE 
AS MUCH ABOUT LIFE BUT IN OTHER WAYS WHEN I CAN REALLY GET 
INTO FEELING GOOD OR EXCITED ON A SKI HILL THEN I GET RIGHT 
BACK INTO IT, BUT MY GENERAL TONE IS DOWN SOME. I THINK 
THOSE ARE THE MAIN ONES. 
Q DID YOU HAVE A DROP IN I.Q.? 
A PROBABLY HAD ABOUT A 10 TO 12 POINT DROP. 
0 WHAT WAS YOUR I.Q. BEFORE THE INCIDENT? 
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JUDGE CROFT: 1 THINK THAT'S GOING A LITTLE BIT 
FAR ON IT, MR. SYKES. 
MR. SYKES: WELL, I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHAT HIS 
I.Q. IS NOW BECAUSE THAT DOES RELATE TO THE TYPE OF REPORT 
HE MAY HAVE WRITTEN HERE. 
MR. STEGALL: I THINK THAT GETS INTO A LOT OF 
FOUNDATIONAL QUESTIONS WE MAY NOT BE PREPARED TO GET INTO 
WITH THIS WITNESS. AND--
MR. SYKES: I WILL WITHDRAW THE QUESTION, IT'S 
NOT THAT IMPORTANT. 
JUDGE CROFT: I THINK HE'S ANSWERED IT 
SUFFICIENTLY. 
MR. SYKES: OKAY. 
Q C3Y MR. SYKES) DOCTOR, THE HISTORY THAT YOU 
EARLIER GAVE OF MR. CNYEA80R WHERE I THINK YESTERDAY WHERE 
YOU READ FOR FIVE TO SEVEN MINUTES, DID YOU RECITE THAT 
HISTORY FROM MEMORY? 
A NO, I READ IT. 
Q FROM WHAT? 
A MY NOTES AND MY REPORT. I READ MY REPORT. 
Q DID YOU TAKE EXTENSIVE NOTES AT THE TIME YOU 
EXAMINED MR. 0NYEA80R? 
A YES, I DID. 
Q PRIOR TO YOUR ACCIDENT WOULD YOU HAVE TAKEN SUCH 
EXTENSIVE NOTES? 
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just described? 
A Roughly 80 percent. 
Q Okay, Now, referring to just people who have 
some type of traumatic head injury, meaning impact or 
acceleration, what percentage of your patients are those 
types of people? 
A Just guessing off the top of my head, I would say 
3 0 percent. 
Q How many current patients do you have, Doctor? 
THE COURT: With that particular situation? 
MR. SYKES: Yes. 
Q Let's just say that. Letfs say in the last five 
years, how many people have you treated who have a closed-
head or organic brain injury. Treated. 
A Personally under my direction by my staff? 
Q Both. 
A Probably last five years — probably between 750 
and a thousand, perhaps more. 
Q Okay. Let me show you a couple of charts, 
Doctor. Showing you Exhibit 123, closed-head organic brain 
injury, outlined in the three areas that are shown there 
that Jias been previously identified by other witnesses, do 
you have an opinion as to whether that is an accurate 
outline of closed-head organic brain injury as you have 
known them? 
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1 | one which was a college transcript. What did the college 
2 ] transcript indicate? 
3 J A To me they did not indicate— 
4 ! Q What 1 am asking you, what did the college trans-
5 . cript say? What were the grades? 
5 ; A They had—the college transcript had his grades 
7 J listed from Utah Technical College and the University of 
i 
Utah. When I looked at them, I could not see any strong * i 
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evidence of a decline. 
THE COURT: The question, Doctor, was, What did 
those transcripts sav? 
THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. I don11 understand the 
question, then. 
Q (By Mr. Stegall) What did they reflect by way 
of the grades shown? 
A Oh, his actual grades? They were mostly average 
and slightly above average grades. They also listed his 
classes and the grades next to the class that he obtained 
the given grade in. 
Q Would you read for the jury what the transcripts 
show from Utah Techical College? 
A Okay. It starts off in autumn 19 81, three course^ 
architectural drafting, I believe it is. He got an A- — 
MR. SYKES: Excuse me, Your Honor. I do have an 
exhibit with copies of this, if itfs easier to pass them 
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got after and what would they have paid? 
MR. STEGALL: Well, again, Your Honor, I think he 
can testify as to what kind of jobs he may have tried to 
look for; but what they paid I think is speculation. 
THE COURT: Sustained, the latter objection. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) Okay. What type of job would you 
have looked for? 
A In the construction industry, since I was what I 
might call "versatile" in this area. I thought I could do 
some painting work, some carpentry work, some brick laying, 
tile laying — anything to do with building construction. 
12 Q What were your plans as far as your education 
went after September of f84? 
A After September — after September — 
THE COURT: I think hefs answered that, 
THE WITNESS: Well, beginning from June I was 
going to be taking one or two classes a week. In June, 
which is summer, I was going to just work full time 
throughout summer. But beginning from September, I was 
going to take one or two classes a week and night classes, 
too, to try to get my associate within this period of time. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) That is from Trade Tech? 
A Yeah, from Utah Tech. 
Q Utah Technical College, okay. What were your 
long-term educational objectives as far as what you would 
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ON THAT BY RE-TESTING AND RE-EVALUATING. 
Q DOCTOR, DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCE IN TREATING 
CLOSED HEAD INJURED PEOPLE SINCE 1978, LET'S SAY. WHAT 
PERCENTAGE OF YOUR PRACTICE SINCE '78 HAS BEEN TREATING 
CLOSED HEAD INJURED PEOPLE IN GENERAL? 
A WELL, LET'S PUT IT THIS WAY. 1978 I STARTED 
THE RESIDENCY PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY, A THREE-YEAR 
PROGRAM. I HAVE BEEN IN PRIVATE PRACTICE ESSENTIALLY SINCE 
1981. 
Q EXCUSE ME. 1981? 
A THE LAST FEW YEARS I THINK THERE'S BEEN MORE 
ATTENTION BROUGHT INTO BRAIN INJURY. MORE PEOPLE ARE 
SURVIVING. THE PEOPLE THAT WERE NOT WEARING HELMETS ARE 
WEARING THE MOTORCYCLE HELMETS AND SO THEY ARE NOT DYING 
AT THE SCENE. 
JUDGE CROFT: DOCTOR, THE QUESTION IS WHAT 
PERCENT OF YOUR PATIENTS HAVE THAT SORT OF INJURY. 
THE WITNESS: I DON'T HAVE AN EXACT NUMBER, YOUR 
HONOR, THAT'S MY PROBLEM. 
JUDGE CROFT: JUST ANSWER THE QUESTION, PLEASE. 
Q (BY MR. SYKES) GIVE US AN ESTIMATE OF WHAT 
PERCENT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT--20 PERCENT, 30 PERCENT? 
A I'D SAY IT IS AROUND 20 PERCENT. 
0 LET'S SAY OVER THE LAST COUPLE OF YEARS HOW MANY 
NEW PATIENTS HAVE YOU HAD WITH SOME TYPE OF TRAUMATIC BRAIN 
l 
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A The f i r s t one i s about the damage t o the s ide of 
the ca r . I t i s $1,156.77. 
Q What is the second one for? 
A That's for the left — for the tire that was 
destroyed in the accident. 
Q Which tire? 
A The left front tire. 
MR. SYKES: All right. 
Your Honor, I would move for the admission of 
Exhibit 7 and 8, but before you rule, we need to approach 
the bench on this. 
THE COURT: No. 
Any objection? 
MR. STEGALL: I don't have one. 
THE COURT: You have no objection? 
MR. STEGALL: That is correct, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: 7 and 8 are received. 
(Exhibits 7 and 8 were 
received into evidence.) 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) Mr. Onyeabor, did you tell us how 
much the amount of money was in the tire — I don't recall 
if you said that. 
THE COURT: Well, the exhibit speaks for itself. 
It is about $73. 
MR. SYKES: Okay. 
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A THAT IS CORRECT. 
Q WAS MR. ONYEABOR PARTICIPATING WITH OTHERS OR 
LIFTING THAT HIMSELF? 
A WELL, TWO OTHER MEN THAT WE WERE WORKING WITH, 
THAT WE HAD WORKING FOR US, WERE OF SMALLER STATURE AND 
EMMANUEL WOULD TAKE THE MIDDLE AND THEY WOULD TAKE THE ENDS 
AND WE WERE ABLE TO LIFT IT. NOW, THAT'S--THEY WERE TAKING 
A REAL STRONG PERSON TO DO SO. 
Q DID YOU FREQUENTLY OBSERVE HIM DOING THOSE KINDS 
OF HEAVY LIFTING? 
A WELL, DURING THE COURSE OF THAT WORK, YES. 
MR. STEGALL: THAT'S ALL THE QUESTIONS I HAVE, 
YOUR HONOR. 
JUDGE CROFT: ANY REDIRECT? 
MR. SYKES: NO FURTHER QUESTIONS, YOUR HONOR. 
MAY THIS WITNESS BE EXCUSED? 
JUDGE CROFT: YOU MAY STEP DOWN. YOU ARE 
EXCUSED. YOU MAY LEAVE IF YOU WISH. 
THE WITNESS: THANK YOU. 
MR. SYKES: I DO HAVE ONE OTHER QUICK QUESTION, 
IF I MIGHT 
JUDGE CROFT: WHAT IS IT? 
MR. SYKES: DO YOU HAVE A SLIGHT HEARING PROBLEM? 
THE WITNESS: YES. 
MR. SYKES: HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD IT? 
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JUDGE CROF- T-HAT DOESN'T MATTER. 
THE WITNESS: ALL MY LIFE. 
JUDGE CROFT: JUST A MOMENT. 
MR. SYKES: THAT'S ALL I HAVE, YOUR HONOR. 
JUDGE CROFT: YOU MAY LEAVE. 
THE WITNESS: THANK YOU. 
JUDGE CROFT: WE WILL TAKE A 10-MINUTE RECESS 
AT THIS TIME. 
(RECESS). 
JUDGE CROFT: YOU MAY PROCEED, MR. SYKES. 
MR. SYKES: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR. I'D LIKE 
TO CALL DR. THOMAS SODERBERG. 
DR. THOMAS SODERBERG, 
CALLED AS A WITNESS BY AND ON BEHALF OF THE PLAINTIFF, 
HAVING BEEN FIRST DULY SWORN, WAS EXAMINED AND TESTIFIED 
AS FOLLOWS: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SYKES: 
Q DOCTOR, STATE YOUR FULL NAME AND ADDRESS AND 
SPELL YOUR NAME, PLEASE. 
A THOMAS E. SODERBERG, S-O-D-E-R-B-E-R-G, M.D. 
MY ADDRESS IS 7^ 5 EAST 3RD SOUTH, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, 
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THINKING PROCESS IN DEALING WITH BRAIN TRAUMA AND THERE'S 
SOME EXCELLENT ARTICLES IN THERE. 
THERE IS A NEW JOURNAL OF THE BRAIN, I THINK, 
REHABILITATION OF BRAIN INJURY. 
Q IS IT THE JOURNAL OF HEAD INJURY AND REHABILI-
TATION? 
A I THINK THAT IS THE TITLE. 
Q THE RED ONE? 
A THE RED ONE. I GET SOMETHING LIKE 15 JOURNALS 
A MONTH. THEY STARTED WITH THAT LAST YEAR AND IT HAS SOME 
VERY EXCELLENT—THAT'S THE ONE--VERY EXCELLENT ARTICLES IN 
IT DEALING WITH BRAIN TRAUMA. 
THERE IS A NEW ONE JUST COMING OUT CALLED HEAD 
INJURY WHICH I'VE GOTTEN BUT I HAVEN'T READ. 
Q WOULD PEOPLE WHO ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE TREATMENT 
AND MANAGEMENT OF CLOSED HEAD INJURY PEOPLE BE FAMILIAR WITH 
THESE TEXTS, IN YOUR OPINION? 
A THESE THREE RIGHT HERE? YES, THEY SHOULD BE. 
Q DOCTOR, COULD YOU EXPLAIN TO US BRIEFLY THE 
IMPORTANT ANATOMY OF THE BRAIN AS IT RELATES TO CLOSED HEAD 
INJURY? AND I HAVE SOME CHARTS HERE. LET ME PUSH THIS BACK 
AND ASK IF YOU CAN STEP DOWN HERE, DOCTOR, FOR A MOMENT. 
DOCTOR, COULD YOU EXPLAIN TO US HOW THESE 
EXHIBITS 91, 92 AND 93 ARE RELEVANT TO CLOSED HEAD INJURY? 
A WELL, 91 IS JUST A FRONTAL VIEW OF THE SKULL 
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ESSENTIALLY WITH A SINUS, THE JAW, AND THE DIFFERENT BONES, ' 
THE TEMPORAL BONE AND-- ! 
, JUDGE CROFT: WELL, LET'S GET THEM INTO EVIDENCE ' 
FINALLY. 
BRAIN, 
<£_ 
ANY OBJECTION TO 91, 92 AND 93? 
MR. STEGALL: NO OBJECTION, YOUR HONOR 
o,JUDGE CROFT: 91 IS WHAT, DOCTOR? 
THE WITNESS: ANTERIOR VIEW OF A SKULL, 
JUDGE CROFT: 91 IS RECEIVED. 
(WHEREUPON, PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
NO. 91 WAS OFFERED AND 
RECEIVED INTO EVIDENCE). 
c JUDGE CROFT: 92 IS WHAT? 
THE WITNESS: A LATERAL VIEW OF THE SKULL 
JUDGE CROFT: 92 IS RECEIVED. 
c 
JUDGE CROFT 
(WHEREUPON, PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
NO. 92 WAS OFFERED AND 
RECEIVED INTO EVIDENCE). 
AND 93 IS WHAT? 
THE WITNESS: THAT'S THE LATERAL VIEW OF THE 
•v JUDGE CROFT: 93 IS RECEIVED. GO RIGHT AHEAD. I 
(WHEREUPON, PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 
NO. 93 WAS OFFERED AND 
RECEIVED INTO EVIDENCE). ! 
A (3Y THE WITNESS) ANYWAY, THE FIRST ONE IS JUST ; 
A FRONTAL VIEW OF THE SKULL. IF YOU LOOK AT THE SIDE VIEW j 
OF WHAT WE CALL THE LATERAL VIEW OF THE SKULL WITH THE BRAIN1 
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WHO DID THOSE REPORTS? 
THE REPORT ON 12/3 WAS BY MR. BRENT FOX. ! 
WHO IS HE? 
HE IS AN OTOLOGIST IN MY OFFICE. 
OKAY. 
i 
AND THE ONE ON 8/19/86 IS BY--ITTS INITIALED 
i I 
R.S.H. FROM PRIMARY CHILDREN'S MEDICAL CENTER. AND I'M NOT 
SURE WHO R. 
WALKER WHO 
Q 
A 
Q 
CASE? 
EVIDENCE F 
THE PROPER 
REPORTS BY 
Q 
MARKED AS 1 
S.H. IS. 
THE ONES ON 10/7 AND 10/2/86 WERE DONE BY PAM 
IS AN OTOLOGIST AT HOLY CROSS HOSPITAL. j 
OKAY. DO YOU OPERATE OUT OF THAT HOSPITAL? j 
YES, BOTH PRIMARY CHILDRENTS AND HOLY CROSS. 
i 
WHAT WERE THE RESULTS OF THOSE TESTS IN THIS ; 
.JUDGE CROFT: WELL, LETTS GET THE TESTS INTO ; 
[RST, MR. SYKES. 
MR. SYKES: I'D BE HAPPY TO DO Th 1AT, YOUR HONOR . : 
.JUDGE CROFT: WELL, LETTS DO IT FIRST. THATTS j 
- 1 
WAY TO DO THEM. CAN YOU IDENTIFY THOSE FOUR ! 
EXHIBIT NUMBERS? 
MR. SYKES: I DO HAVE THEM, YOUR 
1 
i 
i 
HONOR. j 
(BY MR. SYKES) LET ME SHOW YOU WHATTS BEEN 
i 
EXHIBIT 69 AND ASK YOU WHAT THAT IS. 1 
JUDGE CROFT: WHICH NUMBER? | 
MR. SYKES: 69. 
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YOU FIRST MET MR. ONYEABOR AND WHAT YOUR RELATIONSHIP WAS 
WITH HIM IN NIGERIA AND GIVE THE TIMES. 
A YEAH. I MET HIM IN, OH, IN 1973. I ATTENDED 
THE SAME HIGH SCHOOL IN NIGERIA WITH HIM FROM '73 TO '75 
WHEN HE LEFT. BUT I WAS THERE TILL ABOUT '76 WHEN I LEFT 
MYSELF. SO HE WAS WITH ME IN NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL AND WE 
ATTENDED--
Q THAT'S NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL? 
A YEAH, NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL. INUGU. 
Q THAT WAS THE CITY? 
A YEAH. SO HE MET ME IN LAST GRADE. LAST THREE, 
FOUR AND FIVE TOGETHER WITH HIM. THEN HE LEFT. THEN AFTER 
I REPEAT MY CLASS FIVE. 
Q OKAY. NOW, IS HIGH SCHOOL IN NIGERIA, THE ONE 
YOU WENT TO AT LEAST, A FIVE-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL? 
A YEAH, IT IS A FIVE-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL. 
Q WHICH CLASS DID EMMANUEL START IN? 
A HE STARTED IN THREE. 
Q DOES THAT MEAN THAT HE SKIPPED THE FIRST TWO 
GRADES? 
A 
Q 
A 
YEAH, HE DID. 
DID YOU HAVE TO GO ALL FIVE YEARS? 
YEAH, YOU HAVE TO GO TO THE FIVE YEARS, BUT 
EVERYTHING DEPENDS, BECAUSE WE HAD A CIVIL WAR. 
JUDGE CROFT: JUST A MOMENT, PLEASE. THE 
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1 | QUESTION WAS SIMPLY, DID YOU GO ALL FIVE YEARS. 
2 j THE WITNESS: OH, MYSELF? 
3 | MR. SYKES : YES. 
4 THE WITNESS: YES, I DID. 
5 ^JUDGE CROFT: LISTEN TO THE QUESTION AND JUST^ 
6 ANSWER IT. 
7 Q (BY MR. SYKES) JUST ANSWER THE QUESTION THAT 
8 I ASK YOU AND I THINK IT WILL MOVE ALONG A LITTLE FASTER. 
9 A OKAY. 
10 Q NOW, WERE YOU THE SAME AGE AS EMMANUEL? 
11 A I TM 32 YEARS OLD. 
12 Q 32. 
13 A YEAH. 
14 Q WOULD HE HAVE BEEN IN THE SAME CLASS AS YOU WHEN 
15 YOU STARTED TOGETHER? 
16 A YEAH, HE HAD STARTED WITH ME WHICH WAS STARTING 
17 CLASS ONE BUT HE PASSED OVER THE EXAM. HE DID VERY WELL 
18 AND PASSED INTO THREE. 
19 Q YOU WERE TWO YEARS AHEAD OF EMMANUEL AND HE 
20 ENTERED THE HIGH SCHOOL THE SAME YEAR YOU WERE IN? 
21 A HE ENTERED BEFORE ME BECAUSE I REPEATED MY FIVE. 
22 I DIDNTT DO WELL IN THE FINAL EXAM WHICH I TOOK WITH HIM. 
23 Q HOW WELL DID YOU KNOW EMMANUEL? 
24 A EMMANUEL--HE WAS A DEPUTY. PREFECT IN THE CLASS 
25
 FIVE. WHEN I WOULD CALL BECAUSE IN NIGERIA WE HAVE--
H 
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JUDGE CROFT: JUST A MOMENT. I WANT YOU TQ JUST 
LISTEN TO THE QUESTION AND ANSWER IT. THE QUESTION IS 
SIMPLY HOW WELL DID YOU KNOW HIM. NOW, YOU CAN ANSWER THAT 
BR IEFLY. 
Q 
A 
FRIEND. 
CBY MR. SYKES) HOW WELL DID YOU KNOW HIM? 
I KNOW HIM VERY WELL BECAUSE HE IS A CLOSE 
Q HE WAS A CLOSE FRIEND IN NIGERIA? 
A YEAH, HE IS A CLOSE FRIEND OF MINE IN NIGERIA. 
Q WE HAD SOME TESTIMONY YESTERDAY ABOUT THE DEPUTY 
SENIOR CLASS PREFECT AND ALL THAT STUFF. IS THAT JUST 
ESSENTIALLY A STUDENT BODY OFFICER SECOND IN COMMAND OR 
SOMETHING LIKE THAT? 
A THE DIFFERENCE HERE IS THAT, YOU KNOW, IN OUR 
HIGH SCHOOL WE HAVE ABOUT, YOU KNOW, PEOPLE IN THE BODY 
HOUSE, THAT LIVE IN THE BODY HOUSE AND PEOPLE THAT LIVE A 
DISTANCE, THAT COME FROM THEIR HOMES TO THE SCHOOL. 
SO THEN DUTY, WE HAVE HOUSE PREFECTS, AGAIN, 
AND ABOUT UP TO 50 PREFECTS BUT WE HAVE THE SENIOR PREFECT. 
AND WE HAVE THE DEPUTY SENIOR PREFECT. AND THEN WE HAVE 
THE CLASS, YOU KNOW, DIMETRIC PROFESSOR AND EVERYTHING. 
SO HE IS THE SECOND DEPUTY TO DEPUTY SENIOR PREFECT. SECOND 
IN COMMAND. WHAT I WOULD CALL CHAPERON. 
Q lrM SORRY, WHAT IS THAT LAST WORD AGAIN? 
A CHAPERON. 
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THE COURT: Well, I'll take a look at the exhibit 
later. 
MR. SYKES: You'll—okay. 
4 | Q (By Mr. Sykes) Mr. Onyeabor, could you tell me 
1 
I 
5 | briefly how you decided to come to this country and why? 
i 
6 ! A As a businessman and as a contractor mvself, I 
i 
I 
7 ! used to hire the services of some architects and engineers. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
And most of the time, they don't let me do the job the way 
I saw fit, because they thought my ideas were wrong. I 
admired their professionalism. I wanted to master the 
trade myself. 
Q Could you move a little closer to the mike there. 
A Okay. 
THE COURT: You can move your chair forward, if 
you like. Maybe that will help. 
THE WITNESS: I had—I admired their professional-
ism, and I wanted to be like them. I thought that it would 
be wise to acquire some knowledge about what I was doing, 
especially when some of my friends told me that it would be 
great if I did that. My sister also encouraged me to get a 
degree and that that would help me to be more professional 
and not be like some of the other contractors we have in 
Nigeria who finance contract and doesn't know a whole lot 
about what they are doing. 
Q (By Mr. Sykes) So what was your basic reason for 
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1 coming here then? 
2 THE COURT: I think he's answered that, didn't he? 
3 | He just answered it. 
4
 j Q (By Mr. SykesT^-Well/ okay. Why did you come to 
5 Utah, specifically Utah? 
j 
6 | A Oh, I came to Utah because it's, in my opinion, 
7 j the most Christian environment in the United States. It 
8 was described to me as being very similar to the city of 
9 Enugu, although we don't have mountains. We have hills that! 
10 surround the city just like the mountains do here. It 
11 presents the same, almost the same environment, in the 
12 summer. 
13 Q Okay. Let me show you what has been marked as 
14 Exhibit 73 and ask you what that is. 
15 A This is—this is where I used to put all the cards 
16 of my business associates, and my contacts that I had as a 
17 businessman, including some companies that I rented tools 
18 from and bought materials from, and my contacts at the 
19 American Consulate in Kaduna, because I was trying to 
20 j export my American goods to Nigeria at the time. 
21 Q Also has a copy of your own business card? 
22 A Yes, also has a copy of my own business card. 
23 Q What did you call your company and how long did 
24 you operate it? 
25
 A My company is Gillis Continental Enterprises. It 
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I HAVE." 
A OKAY. 
Q IT REFERS TO AN EXAMINATION DONE BY LINDA GUMMOW 
AND DR. DAVID NIELSEN. AND IT REPORTS A FULL SCALE I.Q. 
OF 108. 
A THAT IS CORRECT. 
Q DID YOU, IN FACT, RECEIVE A FULL SCALE SCORE 
FROM THEM OF 108? 
A I TOOK THAT OUT OF THE RECORDS. THAT'S WHERE 
I GOT IT FROM, FROM A COPY OF THEIR EVALUATION. 
Q WITH A VER3AL I.Q. BEING 111 AND A PERFORMANCE 
I.Q. OF 104? 
A THAT IS WHAT I SAW. THAT'S BASICALLY WHERE IT 
CAME FROM. 
MR. STEGALL: THAT'S ALL. THE QUESTIONS I HAVE 
OF DR. GOKA. 
JUDGE CROFT: ANY REDIRECT? 
MR. SYKES: I'VE GOT ABOUT FIVE MINUTES, YOUR 
HONOR. CAN WE DO IT NOW? 
JUDGE CROFT: YES. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SYKES: 
Q DR. GOKA, WITH RESPECT TO THAT PARAGRAPH THAT 
MR. STEGALL JUST READ TO YOU--
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JUDGE CROFT: HE D I D N ' T READ I T , HE JUST REFERRED 
TO IT 
Q CBY MR. SYKES) YEAH, JUST REFERRED TO IT ABOUT 
THE 108 I.Q. IS IT POSSIBLE THAT THEY WERE REFERRING IN 
THAT REPORT TO WHAT THEY PROJECTED THE LOW ESTIMATE OF HIS 
I.Q. TO HAVE BEEN PRIOR TO THE ACCIDENT? 
MR. STEGALL: WELL, I THINK HE'S LEADING THE 
WITNESS ON THAT ONE, YOUR HONOR. ! 
JUDGE CRCFT: WELL, I DON'T KNOW THAT IT'S I 
LEADING. WHAT IS POSSIBLE I DON'T THINK IS REALLY RELEVANT.| 
ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE. IF YOU WANT TO REPHRASE YOUR QUESTION-
MR. SYKES: YEAH. 
Q (BY MR. SYKES) DID YOU JUST SIMPLY WRITE THE 
WRONG FIGURES IN THERE FROM THE WRONG SENTENCE? 
A THAT'S POSSIBLE. 
MR. STEGALL: AGAIN I WILL OBJECT. THAT IS 
LEADING, YOUR HONOR. 
MR. SYKES: YOUR HONOR, I'D BE HAPPY TO PUT IN 
DR. GUMMOW'S REPORT AND SHOW THE JURY IF HE DOESN'T MIND. 
MR. STEGALL: I ASSUME THE REPORT WILL COME IN 
AT SOME POINT, YOUR HONOR. 
JUDGE CROFT: YOU ASSUME WHAT? 
MR. STEGALL: THAT THE REPORT MAY COME IN SOME 
T I ME 
JUDGE CROFT: FROM DOCTOR--
2/05/87 - Richard Goka- Day 4 
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1 ARE UNDERSTOOD, YOUR HONOR. 
2 I Q (BY MR. SYKES) OKAY. GO AHEAD. YOU WERE 
3 SAYING? 
4 A SO HE SAID THIS KID IS ALWAYS OUT TO FRUSTRATE 
5 ME. I SAID, HOW DO YOU THINK A KID OF SIX MONTHS IS OUT 
6 TO FRUSTRATE YOU. SHE KNOWS WHAT SHE IS DOING. HE IS 
7 I SUPPOSED TO KNOW A KID IS A KID NO MATTER WHAT, WHATEVER 
8 I THEY DO. THEY ARE ALWAYS CRYING AND OTHER THINGS. THERE-
9 FORE, YOU, AS A FATHER, TO BE PERSUADING THEM NOW AND NOT 
10 TO GET ANGRY WITH WHAT SHErS DOING. YOU KNOW. HE HIMSELF 
11 I EXPLODED ON ME AS WELL. HE SAID THAT ALWAYS TIME I LIKE 
12 TO STAND AND SUPPORT. THAT'S WHY I SAID--
13 Q I'M SORRY, REPEAT THAT LAST SENTENCE. 
14 A HE SAID THAT'S WHY HE ALWAYS SAID I'M ALWAYS 
15 AGAINST HIM. I NEVER SUPPORTED WHATEVER HE SAID. I 
16 SUPPORTED HIM. 
17 JUDGE CROFT: I THINK HETS ANSWERED THE QUESTION 
18 MR. SYKES: I'M SORRY, YOUR HONOR, I DIDN'T 
19 i UNDERSTAND. 
20 THE WITNESS: I SAID HE ALWAYS SAID THAT I'M 
21 ALWAYS AGAINST HIM. I'M NOT AGAINST YOU, I'M JUST TRYING 
22 I TO EXPLAIN TO YOU JUST TO MAKE YOU UNDERSTAND. I'M NOT 
23 AGAINST YOU FOR WHATEVER. 
24 Q (3Y MR. SYKES) OKAY. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY OTHER 
25 PERSONALITY PROBLEMS THAT MR. ONYEABOR HAS HAD SINCE THE 
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ACC IDENT? 
A YEAH, HE FINDS IT DIFFICULT NOW TO COME WITH 
KIDS, WITH FRIENDS, AND NOT OFTEN FRIENDS AS WE USED TO BE 
BEFORE. HE HAS LOST A LOT OF THEM BECAUSE HE CAN!T BE ABLE 
TO GET ALONG WITH THEM ANY MORE, HE CANfT EVEN PARTICIPATE 
IN ANY CONVERSATION. HE CAN'T PARTICIPATE. IF HE WOULD 
PREFER TO BE SILENT IN A CONVERSATION OR HE WILL START 
JUMPING FROM ONE PERSON TO THE OTHER. SO MOST OF THE 
FRIENDS WILL BE ABLE TO KEEP TO YOU ESPECIALLY THE ONES THAT 
DON'T KNOW HIM MUCH, BUT SOMEONE WHO KNOW HIM THIS IS JUST 
A PROBLEM THAT IS OVERLOOKED. SO I APPEAR FOR MY BEHAVIOR, 
SO I HAVE TO KEEP IT UP WITH HIM AS A FRIEND. 
Q OKAY. MR. CHUKWU, WHEN DID YOU FIRST BEGIN--
YOU RETURNED TO THE UNITED STATES IN SEPTEMBER OF T85. WHEN 
DID YOU FIRST BEGIN NOTICING THESE PROBLEMS WITH MR. 
ONYEABOR? 
A I STARTED NOTICING THEM IMMEDIATELY THAT HE WAS 
LIMPING AND UNABLE TO STAND UP, SIT UP RIGHT BECAUSE HE CAME 
TO MY HOUSE . 
Q I'M SORRY, WHEN DID YOU FIRST BEGIN NOTICING 
THE PERSONALITY PROBLEMS? 
A RIGHT AWAY. THAT IS THE TWO WEEKS WHEN HE CAME 
TO VISIT ME. THAT IS WHEN I STARTED TO SEE HIM AND--
JUDGE CROFT: YOUTVE ANSWERED HIS QUESTION, 
THE WITNESS: AND--
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DO THIS. HE JUST WORKED AND OBSERVED OTHER PEOPLE HOW THEY 
WERE DOING IT AND HE HAD GONE AHEAD AND DONE IT. SO THERE 
WAS NOTHING I COULD DO TO--NO POINTERS OR ANYTHING WHATSO-
EVER THAT I COULD DO FASTER THAT WOULD IMPROVE HIS PERFORM-
ANCE . 
Q DID HE SUBSEQUENTLY HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO WORK 
WITH YOU ON JOBS? 
A YES. AFTER HE GOT MARRIED WE WORKED ON A JOB 
ON 48TH SOUTH AND BECAUSE I HAD A LICENSE AND HE DIDN'T SO 
HE WORKED UNDER MY LICENSE. 
Q HOW LONG DID YOU WORK TOGETHER? 
A WELL, WE WORKED THERE FOR ABOUT THREE WEEKS. 
Q DOING WHAT TYPE OF WORK? 
A WELL, IT WAS A FRAMING JOB. BUT THE GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR, SUPERINTENDENT, BECAUSE SOME OF THE THINGS THAT--
JUDGE CROFT: JUST A MOMENT, PLEASE. JUST ANSWER 
HiS QUESTION. NOW, YOU HAVE ANSWERED HIS QUESTION, AS A 
MATTER OF FACT. 
Q 
WITH HIM? 
A 
Q 
JOB THERE? 
A 
0 
(BY MR. SYKES) YOU WORKED THERE THREE WEEKS 
YES . 
DID YOU OBSERVE HIM IN THE PERFORMANCE OF HIS 
YES. 
DID YOU DO ANYTHING OTHER THAN FRAMING? 
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1 ! A PERMANENTLY, PARTIALLY IMPAIRED? 
2 J Q YEAH. 
3 ! A I BELIEVE THERE IS A RATING, YES. AND HE WILL 
4 HAVE THEM FOR THE REST OF HIS-- j 
i 
5 Q ALL RIGHT. WHAT RATING WOULD YOU RENDER ON HIS I 
6 BRAIN INJURY AND WHY? j 
7 MR. STEGALL: MAY I ASK YOU TO IDENTIFY THE DOCU-1 
8 MENT IN WHICH THE WITNESS IS LOOKING? | 
9 Q (BY MR. SYKES) WHAT DOCUMENT ARE YOU REVIEWING j 
I 
10 THERE, DR. GOKA? i 
! 
11 j A THE GUIDE TO THE EVALUATION OF PERMANENT IMPAIR- | 
12 MENT, SECOND EDITION, PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN MEDICAL 
i 
13 ASSOCIATION. 
14 Q IS THIS SOMETHING YOU CUSTOMARILY USE? ; 
15 A YES, IT IS A GUIDE AND ONE THAT WE USE IN THE 
16 INDUSTRY. 
17 Q WHAT TYPE OF EVALUATION WOULD YOU GIVE TO MR. 
18 ONYEABOR ON HIS BRAIN INJURY? 
19 A IN CHAPTER 2 THERE'S AN AREA CALLED THE NERVOUS 
20 SYSTEM. 
21 JUDGE CROFT: JUST ANSWER THE QUESTION, DOCTOR. 
22 THE WITNESS: OKAY. I FEEL THAT THERE'S AN AREA 
23 OF WHAT WE CALL THE DISTURBANCE OF COMPLEX INTEGRATED 
24 CEREBRAL FUNCTION WHICH I GIVE HIM 20 PERCENT ON. 
25 Q (BY MR. SYKES) THIS IS, LET'S SEE, COMPLEX 
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expertise that unconconsciousness is not necessary. 
I'll sustain the objection. 
Q Doctor, with respect to - - you defined the 
term minor closed-head injury earlier on on cross-examination. 
Do you recall that? 
A Yes. 
Q What - - explain, if you would, and you stated 
unconsciousness does not necessarily explain why that's the 
case. Why don't you have to have unconsciousness in a 
closed-head injury? 
A Whether or not unconsciousness occurs does 
not have to do with how severe the injury is to the brain. 
Unconsciousness occurs - -
Is there a picture? Can I refer to my picture 
of the brain there? (Indicating.) 
THE COURT: Just answer the question, 
please. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
Q Would it help you to refer to your picture 
of the brain? 
A If I could show it, it would help. 
Q Let's see. (Indicating.) 
A No. The colored one. (Indicating.) 
Q The colored one? 
A Uh-huh. 
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Q Are you sure that that eight points is to be 
added onto the formula? 
3 i A Yes. I believe if you look at the WAIS-R manual, 
j 
4 ! it indicates the WAIS-R is, on the average, eight points 
5 i harder than the earlier edition. The Karsmark article 
t 
6 : based on the earlier edition of the WAIS. So there is a 
7 ' correction in the change and the revision of the test that 
I added in. And I believe in the Karsmark article— 
THE COURT: Just a moment, please. Wait for his 
next question. 
8 
i 
9 
Q (By Mr. Stegall) With regard to the Karsmark 
article, they, likewise, indicated some room for error; did 
they not? 
A Yes. 
Q And according to their educational formula, you 
would expect to be within 10 points of the predicted IQ 
in about two-thirds of the cases? 
A That's correct. 
Q And in one-third of the cases, the error would be 
greater than that? 
| A Yes. 85 percent of the time it would be within 
15 points. 
Q And what was your basis for using 15 years of 
education on Mr. Onyeabor? 
A Looking at his transcript. 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH 
EMMANUEL N. ONYEABOR, 
Appellant, 
v. 
PRO ROOFING, INC., a Utah 
corporation, and PAM BATES, 
Respondents. 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
LINDA J. GUMMOW, Ph.D. 
Case No. 87-0265-CA 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
)ss: 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Linda J. Gummow, Ph.D., swears and deposes under oath 
as follows: 
1. My name is Linda J. Gummow, Ph.D., and my address 
is 1002 East South Temple, Suite 304, Salt Lake City, Utah 84102. 
2. I was a witness in the trial of Emmanuel N. 
Onyeabor v. Pro Roofing, Inc., a Utah corporation, and Pam Bates, 
Civil No. 84-7235. I testified on Friday, February 6, 1987, as 
well as on Monday, February 9, and Tuesday, February 10, 1987. 
3. I am a licensed psychologist in the State of Utah, 
and practice largely in the sub-speciality known as 
neuropsychology. I have been a practicing psychologist since 
APPENDIX 
1971, and in Utah for the past eight years. I practiced for 
several years as a neuropsychologist at the V.A. Hospital. For 
the past three years, I have been in private practice. 
4. I am submitting this affidavit to express my 
observations of the trial judge in the Onyeabor trial. The 
judge, the Honorable Bryant Croft, in my opinion, indicated his 
displeasure and irritation with plaintiff's case, plaintiff's 
witnesses and the plaintiff's counsel, Mr. Sykes. This apparent 
attitude was manifested by means of gestures and behavior such as 
looking at the ceiling, sighing, frowning, frequent interjections 
and interruptions of testimony, and using an abrupt and curt tone 
of voice when Mr. Sykes made motions, objections, etc. His 
behavior indicated that he was visibly annoyed. At one point, 
when the admissibility of evidence was at question, the judge 
looked up the particular point in question with great reluctance. 
This same behavior was not demonstrated toward the defendants and 
their case insofar as I could observe. There was no similar 
irritability demonstrated toward Mr. Stegall, the defense 
attorney. In summary, the judge made it very clear that he was 
unhappy with the plaintiff's case, and unhappy or angry with Mr. 
Sykes. 
5. It was my impression that the judge was unpleasant 
to me as a witness, which was quite surprising. I have testified 
in court numerous times, and the judges have always been quite 
courteous. On one occasion, it was impossible to finish my 
testimony because of some scheduling problems. The judge made 
some type of a statement to the effect that, "That's what you get 
2 
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for not finishing up earlier." He implied that the problems were 
of my own making, rather than an honest scheduling conflict. The 
way he treated me was in marked contrast to the way he treated 
the jury. He was extremely nice to them. 
6. On all occasions when I was present in the 
courtroom, there seemed to be an extremely tense and oppressive 
atmosphere. 
DATED this 2 0 day of June, 1988. 
LINDA J. GUlMMOW/ Ph.D. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this jy-c^aay^of 
June, 1988. 
My Commi 
NOTARY PUBLKT #> n 
Residing in Salt Lake^County 
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ROBERT B. SYKES (Bar No. 3180) 
M. GALE LEMMON (Bar No. 4363) 
Attorneys for Appellant 
311 South State Street, Suite 240 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 533-0222 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH 
EMMANUEL N. ONYEABOR, ) AFFIDAVIT OF 
) BRIAN D. BURNS, D.C. 
Appellant, ) 
v. ) 
PRO ROOFING, INC., a Utah ) Case No. 87-0265-CA 
corporation, and PAM BATES, ) 
Respondents. ) 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
)ss: 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Brian D. Burns, D.C., swears and deposes under oath as 
follows: 
1. My name is Brian D. Burns, D.C., and my address is 
1488 Cheever Lane, Farmington, Utah 84025. I am a Doctor of 
Chiropractic, licensed in the state of Utah and California to 
practice chiropractic. 
2. During the trial of the case of Emmanuel N. 
Onyeabor v. Pro Roofing, Inc. a Utah corporation, and Pam Bates, 
Civil No. 84-7235, I acted as an expert witness for the 
plaintiff, Mr. Onyeabor. My testimony lasted approximately three 
hours. 
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3. In the past nine years that I have resided in this 
state, I have steadily worked my practice to where it is 
approximately 60% personal injuries related* I have been called 
as expert witness on numerous occasions, approximately 30 times. 
This is the only court case I have been called on as a witness 
where Mr. Sykes has been one of the attorneys. 
4. When I got to court, I was very surprised at the 
conduct of the trial judge. I observed negative facial 
expressions, gestures, innuendos, antagonistic tone of voice and 
an overall negative attitude displayed toward the plaintiff's 
counsel, that was most obvious and unmistakable. Again, in the 
30 or so cases in which I have testified, I have never seen even 
one judge be so discourteous toward the plaintiff's counsel such 
as I observed in this case. I did not observe any actions on the 
part of Mr. Sykes that seemed to justify this conduct by the 
judge. 
DATED this <%{ day of June, 1988. 
BRIAN D. BURNS, D.C. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 5OTM day of 
June, 1988. 
Aunda ftoebQ. 
My Commission Expires: NOTARY PUBLIC 
£-££-^3^ Residing in Salt Lake County 
775/AVT2 
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ROBERT B. SYKES (3ar No. 3180) 
M. GALE LEMMON (3ar No. 4363) 
attorneys for appellant 
311 South State Street, Suite 240 
Sal- Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 533-0222 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OP UTZVH 
EMMANUEL N. ONYEABOR, 
Appellant, 
v. 
PRO ROOFING, INC., a Utah 
corporation, and PAM BATES, 
Respondents. 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
ROBERT W. JINKS 
Case No. 87-0265-CA 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
)ss: 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Robert W. Jinks, Esq., swears and deposes under oath as 
follows: 
1. My name is Robert W. Jinks, Esq., 785 East Three 
Fountains Circle, No. 19, Murray, Ut 84107. I am an attorney 
licensed to practice la*7 in the 3tate$ of California and Hawaii, 
but not licensed in Utah. 
2. During the trial of the case of Emmanuel N. 
Onyeabor v. Pro Roofing, Inc. a Utah corporation, and Pam Bates, 
Civil No. 84-7235, I acted as a law clerk for Mr. Sykes. I was 
present for approximately one-half of the entire trial. I 
observed many instances of the trial judge, the Honorable Bryant 
Croft, demonstrating or indicating general hostility toward the 
plaintiff, plaintiff's witnesses and the plaintiff's attorney. 
APPENDIX 2g i 
The judge exhibited numerous facial expressions of disgust and ! 
dissatisfaction, including grunts and sighs that were related to j 
the plaintiff's evidence of expert witnesses and exhibits. On I 
one occasion, Mr. Sykes tried to refer to the jurors' exhibits ! 
notebooks, and the court's statements as well as body language, j 
i 
tone of voice, and expressions communicated, I am certain, to the j 
jury that the court did not view these exhibits or the exhibit ! 
j 
notebooks as that important. < 
I 
3. It was my firm impression that it would be very j 
difficult for the plaintiff to get a fair trial before Judge j 
Croft because he was so obviously against the plaintiff, his j 
I 
i 
witnesses and the plaintiff's attorney. I was a trial attorney i 
in both Hawaii and California for many years and had a great deal j 
of experience in trials. I have never seen a case where the j 
judge was so obviously and blatantly biased against one party. j 
4. I talked to several witnesses, including some of j 
the expert witnesses during the trial. They likewise did not I 
believe that the plaintiff received a fair trial because of the j 
judge's obvious hostility to the plaintiff, his witnesses and his \ 
attorney. j 
DATED this //^ day of June, 1988. 
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ROBERT B. SYKES (Bar No. 3180) 
M. GALE LEMMON (Bar No. 4363) 
Attorneys for Appellant 
311 South State Street, Suite 240 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801) 533-0222 
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH 
EMMANUEL N. ONYEABOR, 
Appellant, 
v, 
PRO ROOFING, INC., a Utah 
corporation, and PAM BATES, 
Respondents. 
AFFIDAVIT OF KAY NEBEKER 
Case No. 87-0265-CA 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
)ss: 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
KAY NEBEKER, being first duly sworn, upon oath, deposes 
and states as follows: 
1. My name is Kay Nebeker, and I reside at 296 East 
4500 South, Murray, Utah. 
2. I have known Mr. Onyeabor for several years, and 
have been asked to serve as his guardian-ad-litem in the event he 
was successful in pursuing this case. I attended court during 
his trial virtually every day for the entire day. I would guess 
that I was in attendance at 90% of the proceedings. 
3. My only prior experience in court proceedings was 
as a substitute court clerk in Judge Cornaby's city court in 
Layton, Utah many years ago. I was working in the police 
APPENDIX ^ 7 
department at the time, and was asked to fill in for an absent 
clerk, 
4. I was very surprised to see how Judge Croft acted 
toward Mr. Onyeabor and his counsel. After sitting through the 
first three days of trial, I asked Mr. Sykes why the judge was 
letting his personal feelings about the case be so evident, and 
if that would not prejudice the jury to the extent of damaging 
his chances for a fair trial. 
5. It was not only the things Judge Croft said, but 
the way he said them and his mannerisms that surprised me so much. 
He made it sound as though Mr. Sykes was on trial. He would, in 
a very negative tone of voice, ask him why he wanted the jurors 
to look at the books he had prepared with diagrams and exhibits. 
He would say he did not think it necessary. He did this several 
times in reference to the books until it was very evident that 
the jurors did not feel comfortable in picking up the books and 
examining them when they were asked to by Mr. Sykes. I watched 
the jurors faces, would see them reach for the books, then not 
pick them up because of the negative things the judge said. 
6. His overall manner seemed to make it very clear 
that he did not approve of the way counsel was handling the case 
and made many signs (not verbal) that indicated his attitude of 
prejudice throughout the entire trial. I was amazed that a judge 
would take such evident "sides" in front of the jury. He 
certainly seemed to make no effort to restrain from indicating 
his negative feelings about the case, and continued to do so 
throughout the entire trial. 
2 
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7. The judge commented on testimony of Mr. Onyeabor's 
witnesses in a tone of voice that clearly sent a message to me, 
and I am sure the jury received the same message, that he, the 
judge, did not believe the witnesses, thereby discrediting their 
testimonies before the jury. There were many instances of this. 
One example was very noticeable in the way he reacted to the 
testimony of Officer Dennis Leavitt when he was describing the 
accident and attempting to determine responsibility. On another 
occasion, the judge gave the impression the officer may not have 
done a thorough enough job in his investigation. Also when 
Dennis Andrews, the expert witness, testified, Judge Croft was 
down right rude to him, in my opinion. 
8. It seems to me that Mr. Onyeabor did not have a 
chance to a fair trial when the judge continually belittled, and 
yes even intimidated the witnesses. The judge appeared to me to 
find his task a very unpleasant and unwanted job, something that 
as the days wore on, he was more and more anxious to get rid of 
and be finished with it. He grew more short tempered with some 
of the expert witnesses and counsel. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
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TELEPHONE (801) 5 3 2 - 5 9 9 6 
CU5TIN, ADAMS. K.AST1NC 8 L1APIS 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
FRANK J. CU5T1N
 R> y Q R K B U I L D 1 N C HARLEY W. CU5TIN 
JOHN 5. ADAM5 1902-1977 
KENT M. KA5TINC 48 POST OFFICE PLACE 
PAUL H. LIAPIS 
DEAN L CRAY SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84101 
WILLIAM A. 5TECALL. JR. 
JOHN C. CREEN 
DAVID W. OVERHOLT 
5HARON A. DONOVAN 
FRANK R. PICNANELLI D e c e m b e r 22 , 1986 
Robert B. Sykes, Esq. 
ROBERT B. SYKES & ASSOCIATES 
311 South State Street, Suite 240 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
RE: Onyeabor vs. Pro-Roofing and Pam Bates 
Civil No. C84-7235 
Dear Bob: 
I am writing to confirm the arrangements I discussed with 
you on December 19, 1986, for the examination of Mr. Onyeabor by 
Dr. Robert Cook. 
The testing and examination of your client will take place 
at this office on Friday, January 9, and Saturday, January 10, 
1987. Dr. Cook anticipates that the examination will last from 
9:00 a.m. until noon and from 1:00 p.m. until 4:00 p.m. on friday 
and from 9:00 a.m. until noon on Saturday. The Saturday session 
may be shortened or eliminated depending on what is accomplished 
on friday. 
I have told Dr. Cook that we would like to have a written 
report from him by January 17, 1987. However, I did indicate to 
you that Dr. Cook is scheduled to testify in a trial on January 
16; this could interfere with his ability to furnish a report 
that quickly. I have also told Dr. Cook that we would like to 
take his deposition in Denver on January 19 or 20, 1987. This 
scheduling is tentative pending confirmation by Dr. Cook. The 
defendants will bear your costs of traveling to and from Denver 
and, if necessary, reasonable food and lodging expenses. The 
costs of the deposition itself will be paid by you. 
As I indicated, the testing and examination of Mr. Onyeabor 
will occur at a conference room at our office. I suggested to 
you that it might be wise to have a representative of your office 
accompany Mr. Onyeabor to the testing sessions. This represen-
tative would not sit-in on the testing and examination, bur would 
be available should any problems arise with Mr. Onyeabor. You 
felt this might be an appropriate arrangement. 
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Because of my concern that Dr. Cook might not be able to 
meet the trial schedule imposed by Judge Dee, I did contact John 
Gill concerning appearing as a witness. Dr. Gill has agreed to 
review the materials in this case and advise me as to whether or 
not he would be willing to participate as an expert witness. If 
he is willing, it may well be that I will use Dr. Gill as a 
backup or additional witness for the defendants. Dr. Gill 
indicated that if he did agree to appear, he would also wish to 
examine and test Mr. Onyeabor. 
If you have any questions concerning the arrangements I have 
outlined, please let me know. 
Very tr 
WAS/lc 
Enclosure 
FRANK J. GU5TIN 
JOHN 5. ADAMS 
KENT M. KA5TING 
PAUL H. LIAPI5 
DEAN L GRAY 
WILLIAM A. 5TEGALL. JR. 
JOHN C. GREEN 
DAVID W. OVERHOLT 
SHARON A. DONOVAN 
FRANK R. PICNANELLI 
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CUSTIN, ADAMS, (CASTING S LIAPIS 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
THIRD FLOOR. NEW YORK BUILDING 
48 ?05T OFFICE PLACE 
SALT LAJCE CITY, UTAH 84101 
TELEPHONE (801) 5 3 2 - 6 9 9 6 
& 
HARLEY W GUSTIN 
1902-1977 
January 14, 1987 
Robert B. 
ROBERT B. 
311 South 
Salt Lake 
Sykes, Esq. 
SYKES & ASSOCIATES 
State Street, Suite 
City, Utah 84111 
240 
RE: Onyeabor vs. Pro-Roofing and Pam Bates 
Civil No. C84-7235 
Dear Bob: 
I have enclosed a statement I recently received from Dr. 
Gummow in the amount of $250.00 for trial preparation on december 
3, 1986. Although my generosity is well known, it is not normally 
my practice to pay for the trial preparation of expert witnesses 
for the opposing party. I assume that the statement was sent to 
me in error and that you will wish to pay it. 
I appreciate your cooperation in making Mr. Onyeabor avail-
able for the evaluation by Dr. Cooke on January 9, 1987. 
I have enclosed for your file a copy of Dr, 
Curriculum Vitae. 
Cooke's 
I talked with Bob Jinks on January 13, 1987, concerning the 
scheduling of Dr. Cooke's deposition. You and I had previously 
discussed setting that deposition for January 19 or 20. Dr. 
Cooke indicated that he did have time available in the late 
afternoon of January 19; however, he was concerned that he would 
not be able to complete his report prior to the time of the 
deposition. He also has time available between 10:00 a.m. and 
noon on January 22, and all afternoon on January 26. The best 
time for Dr. Cooke and for me would be on January 26. 
Dr. Cooke also asked me to convey to you his policy with 
regard to the giving of depositions. His charge for depositions 
is $150.00 per hour; he expects to be paid for the deposition at 
the time it is given. He also requires that the attorney taking 
the deposition confirm with him by letter the date, time and 
place as well as the understanding that payment is to be made 
when the deposition is given. 
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I would appreciate it if you would contact me so that we can 
complete arrangements for the taking of Dr. Cooke's deposition. 
Finally, several weeks ago at your request I returned the 
notebook containing proposed trial exhibits. It is my understand-
ing that you were adding additional proposed exhibits to the 
notebook. I would appreciate receiving the proposed exhibits 
back from you so that I may review them and prepare appropriate 
objections. 
Thank you for your assistance. 
ly yours, 
A. Stegall, Jr. 
WAS/lc 
Enclosures (2) 
FRANK J. GU5TIN 
JOHN 5. ADAMS 
KENT M. KASTING 
PAUL H. LIAPIS 
DEAN L CRAY 
WILLIAM A. 5TECALL. JR. 
JOHN C. GREEN 
DAVID W. OVERHOLT 
5HARON A. DONOVAN 
FRANK R. PIGNANELLI 
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CU5T1N, ADAMS. 1CA5TINC 8 LIAPIS 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
THIRD FLOOR. NEW YORK 3UILDING 
48 POST OFFICE PLACE 
5ALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84101 
TELEPHONE (801) 5 3 2 - 6 9 9 6 
HAND DELIVERED 
HARLEY W. GUSTIN 
1902-1977 
January 21, 19 8 7 
Robert B. Sykes, Esq. 
ROBERT B. SYKES & ASSOCIATES 
311 South State Street, Suite 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
240 
RE: Onyeabor vs. Pro-Roofing and Pam Bates 
Civil No. C84-7235 
Dear Bob: 
I have enclosed a copy of the report of Robert M. Cooke, 
Ph.D., setting forth his findings and conclusions resulting from 
his examination of Mr. Onyeabor on January 9, 19 87. 
This report is being submitted to you in anticipation of Dr. 
Cooke's deposition scheduled for January 26, 1987, at 2:00 p.m. 
This deposition will be taken at Dr. Cooke's office, Suite 201, 
Northglenn Greens, 1019 0 Bannock Street, Northglenn, Colorado. 
As we previously agreed, I am furnishing the plane tickets 
for your travel to and from Denver for the deposition. If there 
are any problems with regard to these tickets, please contact me 
or Linda Groves at IBA Travel. 
I am also enclosing a copy of a cover sheet from a deposition 
reported by Agren, Blando & Associates in Denver. My recollection 
is that the reporter furnished by this firm promptly provided an 
accurate transcript of the deposition. 
Finally, it is my understanding that you are attempting to 
schedule a time to meet with Chief Justice Hall concerning the 
possibility of appointing a senior judge to hear this case. 
Please let me know when that meeting has been scheduled. 
Ver^j-ruly yours, 
WAS/lc 
Enclosures (3) 
liam A. Stegall, Jr, 
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THE 
UNIVRSiT/ 
OF UTAH 
DEPARTMENT 
OF PSYCHIATRY 
3C^COL 0= MEDIC NE 
VIED'CAL CENTER 
50 N09T- M E D I C A L DRUE 
3ALr LAKE C V . 'AH 3-132 
301 581 7951 
February 3 , 1987 
William A. Stegall, Jr. 
Gustin, Adams, Kasting, and Liapsis 
48 Post Office Place 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
PE: Emmanual Onyeabor vs Pro Roofing, Inc. 
and Pam Bates 
Dear Mr. Stegall; 
I am writing to report my psychiatric evaluation of Mr. Onyeabor carried out 
in my office at the University of Utah Medical Center on December 2, 1986. 
In addition, I reviewed the following categories of material relevant to the 
above cited case. I have not listed the documents individually. However, I 
believe the list includes most of those in your file on this case. 
Q ) Reports of examinations by chiropractors Brian D. Burns and Joseph 
Brimhall, D.C. 
(2) Office notes and letters by Thomas D. Houts, M.D. neurologist. 
(3) X-ray report by R. H. Keller, M.D. 
(4) Consultation Report and Progress Notes by Robert S. Hood, M.D. 
neurosurgeon. 
(5) Notes and letters by Aaron Hofmann, M.D., Thomas E. Soderberg, 
M.D. and Edward C. Spencer, M.D., orthopedists. 
(6) Electromyographic Report (EMG) by Dennis D. Thoen. 
(7) Psychological Reports by Victor Cline, Ph.D.; Mark Zelig, Ph.D., 
David E. Nilsson, Ph.D., Linda J. Gummow, Ph.D. 
(8) Audicmetric Evaluation by Richard S. Howard, M.S. 
(9) Medical Evaluation By Richard S. Coka, M.D. 
(10) Psychiatric Evaluation by Duncan Wallace, M.D. 
(11) Employment Evaluation by Linda Gummow 
(12) Speech and Psychological Evaluation by Paige Hineman, Ph.D. 
(13) Utah Technical College and University of Utah Grade Records. 
(14) Deputy Dennis Leavitt, Investigating Officers Report. 
(15) Frank Gait. Accident report for Mr. Stegall. 
(16) Dennis Andrews. Accident report for Mr. Sykes. 
(17) Psychological Evaluation by Robert M. Cooke, Ph.D. 
(18) Depositions by Mr. Onyeabor, February 19, 1986 and February 13, 
1985. 
(19) Letter to Mr. Lemmon (of Robert Sykes Associates) reporting 
neurological examination by Gerald R. Moress, M.D. neurologist. 
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ISSUES: 
The relationship, if any, between the accident of June 15, 1984 and Mr. 
OnyeaborTs physical and mental complaints. 
GENERAL REMARKS: 
The evaluation of this case is complicated by a variety of difficulties. 
(a) Only limited information is available about Mr. Onyeabor's pre-
accident history. Most of this has been obtained from the plaintiff or 
his sister in Utah and is of uncertain reliability. His mother and 
other siblings remain inaccessible in Nigeria. 
In terms of more objective data, the best information about his pre-
accident intellectual performance and potential is his academic record 
at Utah Technical College (9/81 - 3/83) and one quarter starting 3/84 
at the University of Utah. 
(b) While Mr. Onyeabor complaints are generally classifiable in the 
case material as either spinal-orthopedic or mental, the complaints 
themselves are very numerous, vaguely or atypically described, and 
variable in prominence during the chronology of the post accident 
period. The orthopedic or somatic complaints appear, for example, to 
have been the central focus prior to the involvement in his case of Mr. 
Sykes and his team of expert witnesses, who have postulated brain 
damage as the cause of his mental complaints. 
However, it remains unclear to which category such complaints as 
collapsing legs, fatigue, head and neck aches, stomach distress, 
ringing in the ears, sexual dysfunction, right arm weakness, or patchy 
changes in skin sensation should be attributed. 
(c) This case has now been in the litigation process for over two 
years. During this time, the plaintiff has been repeatedly examined by 
a variety of medical specialists and psychologists as well as represen-
tation by a number of different attorneys. Repeated examinations and 
questioning often contributes to iatrogenic or professionally influ-
enced changes in the patients symptoms, especially in individuals who 
are suggestible, easily led, or in a position potentially to benefit 
form elaboration or exaggeration of complaints. 
Nature of Accident and Immediate Consequences: 
Analysis of the accident itself indicates relatively low speeds at the time 
of collision, glancing contact, absence of rapid decleration, and no report 
of superficial injury to indicate a point of significant cranial impact. 
There is similarly no evidence of loss of consciousness or ante-grade or 
retrograde amnesia. While the plaintiff later reported that he felt "dazed" 
after the accident, on the scene observers do not describe any confusion or 
perplexity which that adjective implies. To the contrary eye witnesses 
report that the plaintiff launched into an angry tirade against the other 
driver and disclaimed any injury at the scene. There is no documentation 
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that in the subsequent weeks he reported symptoms of a post-concussion 
syndrome or other transient sequalae of minimal head trauma. 
Given the account of the accident and the plaititiffs behavior at the time, 
Che absence of objective neurological signs or radiological evidence of 
injury, and the progressive elaboration of his complaints over time, the 
probability of his having sustained "closed head injury" and brain damage 
becomes extremely remote. 
Review of Medical Reports: 
Despite the volume of medical records, correspondence, and reports which 
have been accumulated, it is difficult to obtain a consistent or coherent 
picture of either the plaintiff's muscular-orthopedic or his mental com-
plaints. Headache is variously reported as continuously present or per-
iodic; backache remitting or with periods of complete remission. Objective 
findings have been absent or at most equivocal or minimal on multiple 
examinations. One?s impression is that the orthopedists and neurologists 
have been constrained in their approaches to the patient, inclined to 
continue conservative measures despite the general failure of such efforts 
to produce sustained subjective benefit. The most objective finding has 
been the demonstration of a protrusion of an L4-5 disc. However, it is not 
clear whether this finding stemmed from the accident or was previously 
present. With the availability of non-invasive techniques for visualizing 
the spinal discs and cord, findings of non-symptomatic minor disc displace-
ments are made with increasing frequency. The EMG indicates possible L4-5 
nerve root denervation effects in muscles of his left leg, but these find-
ings have not been replicated to determine their reliability. 
Because of his failure to improve with conservative measures, surgical 
intervention has been recommended. However, there is a covert signal in the 
opinion expressed by the orthopedists that surgery should be postponed until 
the litigation is concluded. It suggests suspicion of a non-organic overlay 
in the complaints as in a compensation neurosis or concern that the patient 
may not benefit or even be made worse by surgery. As one of his reasons for 
so far refusing surgery, Mr. Onyeabor relates that one of the surgeons would 
not offer him a very high probability of a good result from an operation. 
Evaluation of Neuro-psychological Reports: 
Assessment of the validity and significance of the psychological test 
batteries is an even more formidable task. The occurrence of significant, 
pre-existing individual differences in intelligence, psychomotor perfor-
mance, or cognitive-perceptual abilities is of course, generally known. 
However, generally (as in this case) there is no baseline available as to 
pre-accident levels of the abilities tested. The control populations as 
well as alleged pathological (brain damaged) subjects used to develop 
performance norms are for many subtests small in number, not definitely 
diagnosed, and poorly defined in terms of motivation. For example, control 
populations are generally volunteers optimally motivated to do well in the 
tests, their performance levels are then compared with individuals involved 
in litigation where the motivation may be the teverse in that they stand to 
gain from poor performance. Impairment on most of the tests, is readily 
simulated by simply slowing response rate, carelessness, deliberate error, 
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or denial of information. In addition to motivational variables are the 
potential disruptive effects of anxiety or depressive preoccupations. 
Inference about the location of alleged areas of damage (essentially at-
tempts at behavior - anatomical correlation) are notoriously unreliable 
having been often based upon cases with different neuropathology disorders 
or inadequately localized with relatively primitive neurological methods. 
In the diagnosis of brain damage or cerebral pathology newer non-invasive 
techniques providing direct visualization of brain microarchitecture such as 
the CAT or MRI Scan have long since replaced speculations based on psycho-
logical tests. 
Despite conscious good intentions, biases can influence the conduct and 
interpretation of such testing, particularly if the examiner is in a posture 
of advocacy in the issues involved in a case under litigation. Even more 
serious issues of bias and of course of professional ethics are raised if 
the examiner rendering opinions as an expert witness is proffering treatment 
services for conditions being diagnosed and for which financial relief is 
being sought. 
The writer would agree with Dr. Robert M. Cooke's impression of the in-
congruity and inconsistency of the plaintiffs test performance. This style 
was evident in Dr. Cooks own testing. 
Analysis of School and I.Q. Testing: 
There is reasonable consistency in the sequence of WAIS-R measurements. 
However, these are probably underestimates of his basic intelligence espe-
cially in view of his verbal capabilities and his ability to achieve class 
average grades at a college level. His weak area is clearly in mathematical 
aptitude and quantitative skills. Taking the latter into account in analyz-
ing school performance before and after his accident, there is no evidence 
of any significant change. His overall performance is in the average range 
in comparison with his fellow students. 
The principle obstacle to Mr. Onyeabor academically is his choice of a major 
in computer science, a known difficult area demanding well above average 
mathematical aptitude. He is almost certain to fail or suffer progressive 
frustration if he persists in courses for which he has least aptitude. In 
subjects more dependent upon verbal skills, he should be able to succeed at 
an average level and eventually obtain a college degree. 
Psychiatric Evaluation: 
The evaluation extended over two hours and was designed to maintain a 
relaxed, non stressful atmosphere - an effort which was successful until 
nearly the end of the interview. A variety of aspects of his life were 
explored, while observing his personal style, mental concerns, emotional 
control, language use, and thought organization. 
He arrived on time and reported no difficulty locating my office. He 
carried a polished, quality cane but did not appear to use it for support 
for walking or as if to preclude imbalance. He spoke readily and fluently 
in a polite, soft tone. There was no evidence of hesitation in finding 
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words or of losing track of the conversation. He responded to questions 
asked about both recent and past events without difficulty in recall or 
claim of memory impairment. 
Mr. Onyeabor at the time of the examination was attending the University of 
Utah taking Math 351 (Differential Calculus); Physics 171 (the difficult 
Math-Physics course for science majors) and Math 352 (Vector Analysis). He 
described his status as a computer science "pre-major". He was taking 
Physics 171 for the third time. He reported some examination anxiety much 
aggravated by the time constraints imposed. Under pressure he states that 
be becomes "sweaty" and confused. He feels that he would get all the 
answers correct if he had enough time and would get "ATs". He admitted that 
he also might get better grades if he were less busy with other things. 
By "confusion", he meant that he sometimes cannot understand concepts as 
quickly as he feels he should. He also, used the same term to describe a 
brief delay in responding to a sudden question (as in class), even if it was 
what is "4 X 4"? He has trouble doing problems if he is expected to hurry 
and used this as an explanation when asked about the variable performances 
evident in the psychological test protocols. 
His life in Nigeria was reviewed. Some difficulty was encountered in 
obtaining a clear idea of the degree of independence and employment success 
he achieved there. It was not clear whether he worked for a more successful 
brother or had his own construction business. He was also vague and perhaps 
expansive in describing the construction projects undertaken, listing roofs, 
painting, bricklaying, finish carpentry, road building, collaboration with 
architects and engineers, etc. When asked how he could acquire so many 
skills so quickly, he commented that he didn't have to learn anything, but 
acquired them "just by looking" at them be^ne done. He was also unable to 
explain why records variously report his Siberian occupation as trader, 
clerk, or contractor. In terms of immigrating to America, he commented I 
"wanted an education so I wouldn't get ripped off". 
In describing his unsuccessful first marriage, he called his wife "crazy in 
the head", perhaps unfaithful, "she thought I had a lot of money", and 
accused him of trapping her into marriage. He also implied that she led 
immigration authorities to take him into custody. When he came to America, 
he felt optimistic about "making a lot of money" and having many businesses 
but that the accident prevented his success. 
He related the circumstances of the accident in detail and the chiropractic 
treatment he sought about 5 days later. Then recalls the chiropractor 
telling him that there was something deep in his back rubbing on a nerve. 
The neurologist allegedly told him he had 2 herniated discs making him feel 
there was a "piece of steel sticking in his back". He cited a number of 
different reason for refusing back surgery which has been recommended as a 
possible definitive cure. The surgeons have not guaranteed a good result 
and he fears being made worse, perhaps "total paralysis". He claims that 
his back symptoms are made worse by doing any work or anything that "shakes 
him". 
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He has other symptoms as well. He feels like a "pinch" under his left 
shoulder, that his chest feels "hot" because of "popping" of his breast 
bone, and his head aches "usually all the time". Headache is sometimes 
sharp, sometimes dull, sometimes steady, sometimes throbbing. Darvocet and 
"pain killers" don't help. He claims that sometime it is so sharp that he 
stays home all day and cries. He stated that he was taking Darvocet for 
pain, unidentified sleeping pills, and two Sinaquan at night. He said he 
was seeing Linda Gummow once a week who was helping him control his temper 
and giving him relief by "telling everything". He did not describe treat-
ment I could identify as "cognitive retraining". 
He is a powerfully built man with legs like those of a soccer player. His 
movements during interview were fluid and carried out without apparent 
discomfort. However, he described his left leg as "tired", "wobbly" and 
"numb" and his left arm as "falling asleep" and "numb". He reported de-
creased sensation in his left arm in a rough ulnar distribution but includ-
ing both sides of his ring finger. When he rotates his arm it feels 
"twisted". 
In view of Duncan Wallace's report (September 22, 1986), that Mr. Onyeabor 
"incompletely identified objects (coin and paper clip), described charac-
teristics, but couldn't name objects, missed all numbers in left palm", 
sterognosis was tested in the palms of both hands by asking him to discrimi-
nate random presentations of X or 0 drawn large on his palms. Dr. Wallace 
had suggested his finding as indicating "right parietal lobe injury". My 
testing indicated accurate recognition on the right. However, on the left 
of 80 randomized stimulations only 5% were correctly reported. In contrast 
to the approximate 50% accuracy anticipated by chance (absenting ability to 
discriminate patterns), he gave the opposite response 95£ of the time. 
Simulated asterognosis is indicated by this selective error. 
He contrasts the alleged success of his siblings (brother who is principal 
of a primary school, another a business man, politician, "delegation" head, 
"film producer") with his own rather unsuccessful status. He claims owing 
$30,000 of borrowed money. 
Until the latter portion of the interview, Mr Onyeabor showed good emotional 
control. He smiled frequently and seemed eager to please. He reassured me 
at several points that in his account of events, he was not "telling lies". 
Toward the end of the interview, the subject of his pending trial was raised 
and what his expectations were about the outcome. His response was, "I will 
never lose", "If I don't get money, I'll get is somehow". When it was 
gently suggested that he might not win the case, he became progressively 
more upset and angry. He stated that he was a "black man and no one cared 
about him", that Mrs. Bates caused the accident because she didn't care 
about human life and must have been on drugs, that she deserved punishment 
and had to pay because she had taken his life. He expressed the belief that 
Dr. Houts was bribed by the defendants, that he wanted to break Houts' 
hands, that he blamed him for his failure to get well, and that he did so 
because of a "conspiracy" against blacks. His anger escalated as he con-
tinued. He finally added that if I lose, "there is no God" and anything he 
did would be justified. 
February 3, 1987 
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Emmanual Onyeabor 
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His rage, demeanor, and paranoid convictions were sufficiently ominous that 
the interview was concluded as expediously as possible. 
Summary: 
By his own account, the plaintiff appears to be the least successful indi-
vidual in his family group. This discrepancy in status and achievement 
between himself and others important to him is paralleled by the 
internalized dissonance between fantasies of his competence and the real-
ities of his actual abilities and adaptive adequacy. By choosing computer 
science as a career goal he has set himself a task least compatible with his 
natural intellectual endowment which appears more verbal than mathematical. 
The move from Utah Technical College to University level courses in a 
difficult major as well as marital and financial stress added to his emo-
tional burden. 
The occurrence of the auto accident and the alleged disabilities, both 
physical and mental, he attributes to it have provided rationalization for 
his failure and is provident as an opportunity for financial security in his 
"sick" role if he is successful in litigation. This passive solution 
threatens what self-esteem and confidence he may have. The prospect of 
failure to prevail fills him with desperate anger which he is quite capable 
of acting out. This conflict has brought into prominence the most regres-
sive and immature aspects of his personality - his histronic, manipulative, 
exploitive and behaviorally explosive traits. 
In reality, Mr. Onyeabor, in my opinion is a man cf average general ability 
and even superior verbal language skills in some areas. If he redirected 
his career goals and applied his energy constructively, he should be able to 
complete his education and achieve vocational stability. 
Sincerely, 
Lincoln D. Clark, M.D. 
Professor of Psychiatry, 
Adjunct Professor of Pharmacology 
Adjunct Professor of Psychology, 
Univ. of Utah School of Medicine 
Director Consultation Service, 
UUMC 
LDC/cl 
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Tab 42 
CHUKS GROUP OF COMPANIES 
CHUES (NIG) LTD. C,V,L ENGINEERING & BUILDING CONTRACTORS 
C H U K S I N T E R N A T I O N A L ( W A ) L T D Marshandlae & Machineriee. Earth Moving Equipment 
Head Office 
80 Idaw River Layout Enugu. 
P. 0. Box 567 Enugu. 
Tel. 255422 
Your Rol 
Our SUf CI/BA-ST/FP/96/81/31• 
Office 
A1 Block 5 
Bata House Kakuri 
P. 0 . Box 6006. 
fCaduna. 
Tel. 213512 
Telex: intewa 71360 
- 21st March, «fl8l. Date \. 19. ... 
The Managing Director, 
Messers Gillis Continental Ent. 
Bauchi. 
Sir, 
LOCAL PURCHASE ORDER. 
Messers Gillis Continental Enterprises, is to supply fifty 
trips (6 cubic Yards) of 20mm chippings tp Messers Chuks 
International (WA) Limited, at the rate of &160.00 per trip. 
This supply is to be delivered at the Baachi Site Office of 
Chuks International (WA) Ltd. 
Each Trip has to be measured -and receipt acknowledged. 
Total supply sum « &8,000.ook 
NB/ Supply is to be commenced immediately and completed within 
Ten days else the L.P.O. then invalid. 
Thanks f ,
 x 
CHUKS INTERNATIONAL (VIA) LTD. 
DIRECTORS: ISAAC CHUKWU ( O u m i i ) 
IFEANYICHUKWU (Maaigtaf Doctor) 
JERH CHUKS, 
SUNNY O.CHUKWU, 
ISAAC YOUNG. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. J/ 
As similarly set forth in Instruction No. 19 it was 
also the duty of the plaintiff to use reasonable care under 
the circumstances in driving his car to avoid danger to himself 
and others and to observe and be aware of the condition of the 
highway, the traffic thereon, and other existing conditions. 
In that regard he was obliged to observe due care in respect 
to which he had the following duties imposed upon him by law, 
the violation of either one of which would constitute negligence 
on his part: 
(a) To use reasonable care to keep a lookout 
for ether vehicles, persons, or other conditions reasonably 
to be anticipated, and the duty to keep a lockout 
includes the duty to see and heed that which is plain 
to be seen. 
(b) To drive at such a speed as was safe, reasonable 
and prudent under the conditions and circumstances, 
having due regard for the width, surface and condition 
of the highway, the flow of other traffic therecn, 
the visibility, and any actual or potential hazards 
then existing. Consistent therewith, our law provides 
that every person shall drive at a safe and appropriate 
speed when approaching an intersection, and when special 
hazards exist with respect to other traffic, or by 
reason of highway conditions. 
1 vl;4./ ,-:A 
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INSTRUCTION NO . 2 C) 
Defendants in their Answer to plaintiff's Complaint den:y&s 
that Pam Bates was negligent in the operation of her car in 
any of the particulars alleged, or at all, and deny that any 
negligence on the part of Pam Bates was a proximate cause of 
the collision. 
Defendants further allege in response to plaintiff's Complaint 
that if any negligence on the part of Pam Bates is proven, plaintiff 
was himself negligent in the operation of his car in one or 
more of the following particulars: 
a. That he failed to keep a proper lookout; 
b. That he was driving too fast for conditions then and 
there existing. 
With respect thereto defendants further allege that such 
claimed negligence on the part of plaintiff was a contributing 
proximate cause of the collision in question and any injuries 
and damages he sustained therein. 
The burden of proof is upon the defendants to prove their 
allegations of negligence of plaintiff and that such was a contri-
buting proximate cause of the collision by a preponderance of 
the evidence. 
s\ *-} r*
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INSTRUCTION NO.. /h APPENDIX * ^ 
You will note in a negligence case that in order for a 
party to be entitled to recover for injuries caused by another's 
negligence, the party alleging negligence must prove not only 
negligence on the part of the other party, but also that such 
negligence was a proximate cause of such injuries. This is 
equally so as to a party alleging contributory negligence in 
the case. In other words, mere proof of negligence is not enough. 
It must be shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
negligent act, or acts, of either party complained of was, or 
were, a proximate cause of the collision and injuries in question 
either to establish a right to recover or to support a defense 
of contributory negligence. 
In a negligence case the term "proximate cause" relates 
to the cause of the collision in question and the injury or 
damage resulting therefrom. The proximate cause is that act 
or failure to act which necessarily sets into operation factors 
which, in natural and continuous sequence, result in the collision 
and without which the collision would not have occurred. Such 
a cause may be an act of either commission or omission or both. 
The law does not necessarily recognize only one proximate 
cause of an accident, consisting of only one factor, one act, 
or the conduct of only one person. To the contrary, the separate 
acts or omissions of two or more persons may work concurrently 
oocss 
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INSTRUCTION NO. / 6 
Page Two 
a s a p r o x i m a t e c a u s e of a c o l l i s i o n , and i f such be t h e c a s e , 
t h e a c t s o r o m i s s i o n s of each such p e r s o n a r e r e g a r d e d i n law 
a s a p r o x i m a t e c a u s e . However, w h i l e i n a c o l l i s i o n c a s e both 
p a r t i e s may have been n e g l i g e n t , i t does no t n e c e s s a r i l y fol low 
t h a t t n e n e g l i g e n c e cf e a c h i s i n f a c t a p r c x i m a t a c a u s e of 
t h e c o l l i s i o n o r i n j u r i e s i n q u e s t i o n . W h e t h e r a p e r s o n i s 
n e g l i g e n t a n d , i f s o , w h e t h e r o r n o t such n e g l i g e n c e i s such 
a p r o x i m a t e c a u s e , a r e q u e s t i o n s of f a c t f o r you as a j u r y t o 
d e t e r m i n e from a l l of t h e e v i d e n c e i n t h e c a s e and t h e f a c t s 
and c i r c u m s t a n c e s d i s c l o s e d t h e r e b y , guided by t h e a p p l i c a b l e 
p r i n c i p l e s of law a s s e t f o r t h i n t h e s e i n s t r u c t i o n s . 
0GC634 
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William A. Stegall, Jr. USB# A3093 
GUSTIN, ADAMS, KASTING & LIAPIS 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Third Floor, New York Building 
48 Post Office Place 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 53 2-6996 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
oooOooo 
EMMANUEL ONYEABOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PRO ROOFING, INC., and 
PAM BATES, 
Defendants. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Civil No. C84-7235 
Judge David B. Dee 
oooOooo 
COMES NOW the defendant in the above-entitled matter and, 
pursuant to Rule 3 of the Rules of Practice in the Third Judicial 
District Court of State of Utah, hereby certifies that the 
original DEFENDANT PAM BATES' ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S 
INTERROGATORIES were served upon Robert B. Sykes, Esq. 311 South 
State Street, Suite #240, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84111. 
1A& DATED t h i s day of July, 1986. 
GUSTIN, ADAMS, KASTING & LIAPIS 
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William A. Stegall, Jr. USB# A3093 
GUSTIN, ADAMS, KASTING & LIAPIS 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Third Floor, New York Building 
48 Post Office Place 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 532-6996 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
oooOcoo 
EMMANUEL ONYEABOR, 
Plaintiff, 
vs 
PRO ROOFING, INC., and 
PAM BATES, 
Defendants• 
DEFENDANT PAM BATES1 
ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S 
INTERROGATORIES 
Civil No. C84-7235 
Judge David B. Dee 
oooOooo 
Defendant Pam Bates, by and through her undersigned attorney, 
answers the interrogatories submitted to her by plaintiff as 
follows: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: 
Please state the full name, address and telephone number of 
each witness you plan to call at the time of trial in the case, 
including a short summary of what the substance of their testimony 
will be. 
ANSWER: 
At the present time, defendant Pam Bates anticipates that 
APPENDIX 
she will, or may, call the following individuals to testify at 
the trial of this matter: 
a. Plaintiff Emmanuel Onyeabor; it is anticipated 
that his testimony will be substantially the same as that 
given in his depositions. 
b. Defendant Pam Bates, 1191 Cottonwood Hills, Sandy, 
Utah, 84070, 566-9304; it is anticipated that the testimony 
of Pam Bates will be substantially the same as that given in 
her deposition. 
c. Thomas D. Houts, M.D., 201 East 5900 South, 
Murray, Utah; it is anticipated that the testimony of Dr. 
Houts will be substantially the same as that given in his 
deposition. 
d. Thomas E. Soderberg, M.D., 745 East 300 South, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102; it is anticipated that the 
testimony of Dr. Soderberg sill be substantially the same as 
that given in his deposition. 
e. Edward Spencer, M.D., 9690 South 1300 East, Sandy, 
Utah 84070; it is anticipated that the testimony of Dr. 
Soderberg will be substantially the same as that given in 
his deposition. 
f. Victor B. Cline, Department of Psychology, University 
of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah; it is anticipated that Dr. 
2 
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Cline's testimony will be similar in content to his report 
letter dated December 31, 1985, directed to Thomas Soderberg, 
M.D. 
g. Those expert witnesses identified by plaintiff in 
his answers to interrogatories dated January 30, 1986. 
Defendant does not presently know the substance of the 
testimony of Dr. Merrill, Dr. Hofmann, Dr. Burns or Dr. 
Parker. 
h. Those non-expert witnesses identified in plaintiff1s 
answers to defendant's interrogatories dated January 30, 
1986. Defendant does not presently know the substance of 
the testimony of these individuals. 
i. Deputy Dennis Leavitt, Salt Lake County Sherifffs 
Department; Deputy Leavitt is expected to testify as to his 
observations of the accident scene and of plaintiff and 
defendant immediately following the occurrence of the 
accident giving rise to this action. 
j. Frank Grant, 4821 South 1395 East, Salt Lake City, 
Utah 84117; Mr. Grant is expected to be qualified as an 
expert in the field of motor vehicle accident analysis and 
reconstruction and is expected to render an opinion with 
regard to the manner in which the accident giving rise to 
the action occurred. This opinion would be based upon 
physical evidence and upon the observations and testimony of 
the investigating officer and the parties. 
APPENDIX 
k. Plaintiff has asserted that he suffered a closed 
head injury resulting in brain damage; defendant anticipates 
that she will retain the services of a physician 
specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of such injuries 
for the purpose of examining and testing the plaintiff and 
rendering an opinion with regard to the nature and extent of 
the injury, if any. Defendant is presently awaiting the 
receipt of information from plaintiff with regard to the 
injury before retaining the services of such a physician. 
The physician will be identified to plaintiff after he is 
retained. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2; 
Do you know of any person who is skilled in any particular 
field or science, whom you may call as a witness upon the trial 
of this action and who has expressed an opinion upon any issue of 
this action? If so, state: 
a. The name and address of each person. 
b. The field or science in which each such person is 
sufficiently skilled to enable him to express opinion 
evidence in this action. 
c. Whether such potential witness will base his 
opinion: 
1) In whole or in part upon facts acquired 
personally by him in the course of an investigation or 
examination of any of the issues of this case, or 
4 
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2) Solely upon information as to facts provided 
him by others. 
d. If your answer to c. above discloses that any such 
witness has made a personal investigation or examination 
relating to any of tne issues of this case, state the nature 
and dates of such investigation or examination. 
e. Each and every fact, and each and every document, 
item, photograph or other tangible object supplied or made 
available to such person. 
f. The general subject upon which each such person 
may express an opinion. 
g. The general subject upon which each such person 
may express an opinion. 
h. Whether such persons have rendered written reports, 
and, if so, 
1) Give the dates of each report. 
2) State the names and address of the custodian 
of such reports. 
Answer: 
As to those health care providers who will, or may, be 
called upon to render an opinion, the information requested in 
this interrogatory is as known or as available to plaintiff as it 
is to defendant. With regard to Frank Grant, the following 
information is provided: 
a. Frank Grant, 4821 South 1395 East, Salt Lake City, 
APPENDIX 11 
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b. Motor vehicle accident analysis and reconstruction. 
c. Defendant believes that the opinion of Mr, Grant 
will be based both upon fact acquired personally by him and 
upon facts provided by others. 
d. March, 1986; inspection of and measurements at 
accident scene and interview with the investigating officer. 
e. Defendant's undersigned attorney furnished to Mr. 
Grant a copy of the deposition of Pam Bates, a copy of the 
first deposition of plaintiff Emmanuel Onyeabor, a copy of 
the investigating officer's accident report and a copy of 
the repair estimates for defendant's vehicle. 
f. The manner in which the accident giving rise to 
this action occurred. 
g. The manner in which the accident giving rise to 
this action occurred. 
h. Mr. Grant furnished a written report dated March 
29, 198 6; the undersigned attorney for defendant has custody 
of that report and of a scale diagram of the scene of the 
accident prepared by Mr. Grant. 
DATED this *-' day of July, 1986. 
GUSTIN, ADAMS, KASTISG-£ LIAPIS 
rxlliam A. St&r£l*L~, 
Attorneys for Defe 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
0 AJ/-
I hereby certify that on this '/, j * day of July, 198 6, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT PAM 
BATES1 ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S INTERROGATORIES, by placing the 
same in the United States mail, postage pre-paid, at Salt Lake 
City, Utah, addressed to: 
Robert B. Sykes 
311 South State Stree, Suite #240 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
